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Hurrah for successful Spring Institute 2015
By: Raina LeGarreta, CASP Communications Specialist
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Job	opportunities.	Notable	speakers	and	session	
presenters.	 Various	 networking	 opportunities.		
Beer	tasting	and	delicious	meals.	

All	of	the	latter	helped	shape	a	successful	CASP	
Spring Institute 2015; the most successful Spring 
Institute	we’ve	had	yet.	The	event	brought	in	over	
300	practicing	school	psychologists,	educators,	
and	students,	which	 is	one-third	of	an	 increase	
in	attendance	from	last	year’s	event.	

Held	 on	 March	 26-28	 at	 the	 Holiday	 Inn-
Capitol Plaza, Sacramento, the state capital’s 
sunny	 weather	 and	 comfortable	 temperatures	
throughout	 the	 event	 created	 the	 ideal	
atmosphere	 for	 the	occasion	 titled,	 “Expanding	
Your	 Counseling	 Toolkit:	 Targeted	 Research-
Based	Interventions	&	Programs.”

Positive	comments	from	those	who	attended	and	
participated	 in	 Spring	 Institute	 demonstrated	
the	achievement	of	 the	event’s	goal:	 to	provide	
you	 with	 training	 on	 timely	 research-based	
interventions	and	programs	that	are	significant	to	
add	to,	or	enhance,	your	counseling	techniques.

“CASP’s 2015 Spring Institute was the most 
successful one ever! The caliber of presentations 
was very high, and participants appreciated 
both the diversity of topics and the quality of 
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presentations, with many national speakers 
featured. And the job fair was a huge success!  
This is a formula for the Spring Institute that CASP 
will use again and again.”	-	Dr.	Barbara	D’Incau,	
CASP	Board	president

“Volunteering at CASP has been rewarding 
experience for me. Not only 
do I get to attend CASP 
workshops for free, but I 
am also able to network 
with professionals in the 
field. Volunteering is a great 
way to feel connected with 
CASP, and makes the whole 
convention experience 
seem even more purposeful 
and worthwhile.”	-	Travis	Ito-
Stone,	student	volunteer	

On March 26, Spring 
Institute	 keynote	 luncheon	
speaker	 Maureen	 Burness	

kicked	 off	 the	 special	 events	 for	 the	 occasion	
with her presentation on the results of the 
Statewide	Special	Education	Task	Force.	

As	the	task	force’s	co-executive	director,	Burness	
spoke	 about	 the	 group’s	 goal	 to	 explore	 the	
state’s	 vision	 for	 students	 with	 disabilities,	
Common	 Core	 State	 Standards’	 effects	 on	
students	with	disabilities,	how	special	education	
services	 should	 be	 funded	 and	 organized,	 and	
more. (Please see article on Page 6.)

CASP President-Elect Troy X. 
Leonard was in the thick of 
distributing conference bags 
at Spring Institute 2015.

CASP CONVENTION 2O15
Oct. 15-17 (see page 10)SAVE THE DATE

http://www.mhs.com
http://www.pearson.com
http://www.alliant.edu
http://www.wj-iv.com
http://www.parinc.com
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In	addition	to	the	presented	workshops	that	were	
geared	 toward	 counseling	 toolkit	maintenance,	
students	learned	more	about	current	issues	that	
directly	 impact	 them	 via	 the	 Student	 Strand;	
six,	 1.5	 hour	 mini-skills	 workshops	 that	 were	
specifically	 designed	 for	 school	 psychology	
students.	 The	 sessions	 tackled	 topics	 such	
as	 how	 to	 obtain	 your	 first	 job	 as	 a	 school	
psychologist,	 building	 credibility	 at	 that	 first	
job,	and	issues	regarding	lesbian,	gay,	bisexual,	
transgendered,	and	queer/questioning	students.	

But	as	we	all	know,	all	study	and	no	schmoozing	
makes	 one	 a,	 well,	 “schmooze-less	 scholar!”	
Luckily,	 Spring	 Institute	 provided	 socializing	
activities	to	save	the	day.

Spring Institute 2015
continued from page 1
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On	 the	 evening	 of	 March	 26,	 Institute-ers	
mingled	 and	 sampled	 cold	 brews	 and	 tasty	
appetizers at the Beer Tasting Reception with 
Downtown	Roseville’s	Monk’s	 Cellar	 Brewery	&	
Public House.

And	 on	 March	 27,	 many	 attendees	 and	 job	
seekers	 converged	at	 the	CASP	 Job	Fair	where	
30	 school	 districts	 and	 business	 provided	
information	and	met	with	prospective	employees.	
The	job	fair	was	followed	by	a	lunch	buffet	where	
guests	 enjoyed	 lasagna,	 vegetarian	 ravioli,	 and	
various	desserts.

“My	 response	 to	 Spring	 Institute	 2015	 would	
be:	Engaged	and	Rejuvenated,”	said	Troy	Xavier	
Leonard,	 CASP	 Board	 president-elect	 2014-
2015.	“There	was	a	great	diversity	of	experience	
not only in the presentations, but also in the 
attendees.	 You	 could	 feel	 the	 energy	 and	 hear	
the	 hum	 of	 thoughtful	 social	 and	 intellectual	
discourse,	 which	 made	 the	 Spring	 Institute	 a	
huge	success!”

Mark	 your	 calendars	 for	 CASP	 Convention	
2015:	 Social	 and	 Restorative	 Justice	 -	 Positive	
Outcomes	for	All	Students	on	October	15-17	at	
the	 Riverside	 Convention	 Center	 in	 Riverside,	
and	 CASP	 Spring	 Institute	 2016	 on	 March	
31-April	 2	 at	 the	 Hyatt	 Regency	 in	 Monterey.	
Convention	 information	 and	 registration	will	 be	
available	online	at	CASPOnline.org	in	May.
Also,	please	keep	nominees	in	mind	for	CASP’s	
2015	 awards,	 including	 the	 Sandra	 Goff	
Memorial	 Award	 that	 recognizes	 one	 California	
school psychologist’s contributions to school 
psychology,	and	the	Nadine	Lambert	Outstanding	
School	 Psychologist	 awards,	 which	 honors	 one	
school psychologist from each region who is 
recognized	by	his/her	peers.

CASP	would	like	to	thank	all	those	who	attended	
and	participated	in	Spring	Institute	2015	for	their	
hard	work	on	this	event,	including	our	corporate	
sponsors MHS, Pearson, Alliant International 
University	and	PAR.

-

Monk’s Cellar Brewery 
& Public House provided 
samples of their rendition 
of Belgian beers. 

Attendees enjoyed tasty appetizers, and great beer by Downtown Roseville’s 
Monk’s Cellar Brewery & Public House at the Spring Institute Beer Tasting 
Reception.

This year’s CASP Spring Institute was 
our most successful one yet. Over 300 
attendees registered for the event.

Spring Institute 2015 | Corporate Sponsors:

CASP President Barbara D’Incau 
welcomes attendees to Spring Institute 
2015.

Many attendees enjoyed the luncheon with keynote 
speaker Maureen Burness. (above and right) 

http://www.casponline.org
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Mediscan, Inc.
Oak Grove School District 
Placer Union High School District 
Ravenswood School District 
Rocketship 
San Francisco Unified School District 
San Jose Unified School District 
Santa Rosa City Schools 
Seneca Family of Agencies 
School Steps, Inc. 
Sunnyvale School District 
Twin Rivers Unified School District 
Yuba City Unified School District 
Santa Rosa City Schools
Sierra Sands Unified School District 
Sweetwater Union High School District 

Alpha Vista Services 
Brentwood Union School District 
Dry Creek Joint Elementary School 
District 
East Side Union High School District 
Elk Grove Unified School District 
Envision Education
Eureka City Schools
Fairfield-Suisun Unified School 
District 
Folsom-Cordova Unified School 
District 
Gonzales Unified School District 
Lincoln Unified School District 
Lodi Unified School District 
Los Angeles Unified School District 
Manteca Unified School District 

Rodrigo Enciso and Kristin Makena 
enjoyed appetizers at the Beer Tasting 
Reception. 

The CASP Job Fair was a huge success. Thirty businesses and school districts and 
many attendees were present. (above and bottom left)

Representatives from Twin Rivers Unified School District were among the many 
school districts that participated in the CASP Job Fair. 

Representatives from Sunnyvale School District took a moment to pose for a 
picture at the CASP Job Fair.

Employers from school districts across California met with potential employees at 
the Job Fair. 

Donate to the Cultural and Linguistic 
Diversity Scholarship Fund today
Winning the California School Psychology 
Foundation’s	 $1,000	 scholarship	 does	 much	
more	than	help	students	pay	for	graduate	school;	
it	assists	them	in	finding	that	all	 important	first	
job	as	a	school	psychologist.	Many	past	Cultural	
and	 Linguistic	 Diversity	 (CLD)	 Scholarship	
awardees	 have	 noted	 how	 simply	 placing	 the	
award	on	their	resume	has	helped	them	a	great	
deal	in	landing	their	first	job.	

In	addition,	the	CLD	Scholarship	has	also	assisted	
many	 students	 in	 funding	 their	 educations;	
helping	 them	 purchase	 computers,	 books,	 and	
other necessities to help them along their way. 

Each	 year,	 the	 foundation	 adheres	 to	 its	
commitment	of	actively	supporting	and	recruiting	
culturally	 and	 linguistically	 diverse	 potential	
future school psychologists by presenting them 
with the CLD Scholarship. 

The	award	was	established	in	recognition	of	the	
need	to	help	eliminate	racial	and	other	prejudice	
and	 help	 each	 student	 achieve	 his/her	 fullest	
potential; it is renewable for three years or until 
the	student	graduates.

Today	 the	 CLD	 scholarship	 continues	 on	 with	
its	mission	 to	promote	diversity	 and	excellence	
in	 the	 field	 of	 school	 psychology.	 Last	 year’s	
winner	San	Diego	State	University	student	Nicole	
Edwards	spoke	about	what	the	award	means	to	
her:

continued on page 6
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Build a comprehensive 
evaluation of  
Executive 
Function  
Strengths and
Weaknesses
in youth aged 5 to 18 years.

Scores You Can Trust
The most representative nationally standardized behavior rating scale of executive function. The large 
scale normative sample is representative of the U.S. population on a number of key demographic variables 
including U.S. Census region.

Implement Intervention Strategies
When scores on the CEFI Scales are below average, intervention strategies are provided within the Interpretive Report.

Feel Confident With Accurate Results 
Multi-rater reports present an expansive view of the youth’s behavior.

Save Time by Administering and Scoring Online 
Create instant, easy to use, and accurate reports.

A  S  S  E  S  S  M  E  N  T  S

Multi-Health Systems Inc. 
USA Tel:  1.800.456.3003 / CAN Tel:  1.800.268.6011 
mhs.com  •   customerservice@mhs.com 

MHS.com/CEFI
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Is online mental health counseling 
beneficial? CASP survey gains insight on 
Telemental Health
By: Raina LeGarreta, CASP Communications Specialist

CASP	 recently	 conducted	 an	 online	 survey	
for	 Licensed	 Educational	 Psychologists	
(LEP)	 regarding	 Telemental	 Health,	 or	 online	
Mental	 Health	 counseling	 that	 was	 posted	 at	
CASPOnline.org	 from	 February	 6	 to	 March	 9.	
The	Board	of	Behavioral	Sciences,	which	issues	
licenses	 to	 Educational	 Psychologists,	 Social	
Workers,	 Marriage	 and	 Family	 Therapists	 and	
Clinical	Counselors,	is	developing	regulations	to	
govern	its	licensees	on	Telemental	Health.	Some	
private	companies	are	starting	to	offer	this	type	
of	online	counseling,	sometimes	marketing	it	as	
an	 alternative	 service	 in	 areas	 where	 schools	
psychologists	and	LEPs	may	not	be	available.

The	content	of	the	survey	posed	questions	that	
will	 give	 CASP	 insight	 on	 LEPs	 views	 regarding	
Telemental Health. The number of LEPs that 
offer	 the	 service	 in	 their	 practice,	 how	 clients	
are	determined	suitable	for	online	therapy,	and	
client	confidentiality	issues	regarding	Telemental	
Health	 were	 among	 the	 topics	 covered	 in	 the	
survey.

CASP	members	who	are	LEPs	were	encouraged	
to	 take	 the	 survey	 via	 email	 and	 76	 LEPs	
participated	in	the	assessment.	It	was	concluded	
that	 67	 percent	 of	 the	 total	 LEPs	 surveyed	 do	
not currently offer Telemental Health in their 

practice. Yet, 60 percent of the total participants 
believe	that	they	should	have	the	option	to	offer	
such counseling.

“Most	(of	those	surveyed)	felt	that	online	mental	
health	counseling	would	be	a	last	resort	and	not	
a	common	practice	tool,”	said	Dr.	Sean	Surfas,	
CASP’s	LEP	Chair.	“This	type	of	counseling	could	
be	 very	 helpful	 for	 homebound	 students.	 A	
student	may	get	hurt	or	have	surgery	resulting	in	
home	study.	Online	counseling	may	help	support	
that	student	from	afar.”

Regarding	the	 information	that	should	be	given	
to	clients	(or	guardians)	regarding	online	mental	
health	 counseling	 and	 confidentiality	 issues,	
60	 percent	 of	 those	 surveyed	 agreed	 that	 it	
should	 be	made	 clear	 that	what	 is	 said	 during	
the	counseling	 is	 confidential	unless	 there	 is	a	
possibility	 that	 the	 client	 may	 danger	 himself	
or	 others,	 or	 if	 child	 abuse	 is	 involved	 (49	
answered	the	question).	All	of	the	LEPs	surveyed	
agreed	 that	 online	 therapists	 should	 inform	
clients	of	potential	risks,	such	as	confidentiality,	
clinical limitations, response to emergencies, 
and	 potential	 for	 third-party	 breach	 of	 private	
information	(68	answered	the	question).

Though	 82	 percent	 of	 73	 LEPs	 who	 answered	
agreed	 that	 Telemental	 Health	 should	 not	 be	

offered	to	elementary	school	students,	the	totals	
were	nearly	equal	regarding	offering	the	services	
to	middle	and	high	school	students.

“Severity	 level	 is	of	concern;	under-meeting	the	
needs	 of	 more	 emotionally	 challenged	 clients.	
Age	 and	 developmental	 level	 of	 client	must	 be	
considered,”	 Surfas	 said.	 “Questions	 like,	 ‘Can	
the	 younger	 children	 gain	 amelioration	 though	
online	services?’	must	be	considered.”

Regarding	 the	 Health	 Insurance	 Portability	
and	 Accountability	 Act	 (HIPPA),	 11	 of	 the	 70	
LEPs	 surveyed	 agreed	 that	 they	 were	 very	
knowledgeable	 about	 the	 act’s	 regulations;	 53	
percent	of	them	were	somewhat	knowledgeable.

“Members	felt	that	they	could	handle	the	HIPPA	
and	other	 confidentiality	 information	with	more	
training,”	Surfas	said.

When	 asked	 would	 they	 consider	 asking	 their	
school	district	 to	contract	with	a	private,	online	
counseling	 service,	 62	 of	 the	 74	 LEPs	 who	
answered	 the	 question	 said	 no.	Most	 of	 those	
surveyed	 agreed	 that	 they	 would	 need	 more	
information	 about	 how	 such	 a	 service	 would	
work	before	taking	the	step.

The	survey’s	comment	sections	included	points	
that	were	also	valid	to	CASP.

“The	distance	of	clients	was	an	issue	and	could	
be more of an issue with Tarasoff regulations of 
reporting	 dangers,”	 Surfas	 said.”	 District	 psy-
chologists	 were	 also	 concerned	 about	 (school)	
board	issues,	such	as	whether	the	board	would	
consider	 (Telemental	 Health)	 appropriate	 deliv-
ery	of	service	or	be	seen	politically	as	a	budget	
cutting	technique.”

continued on page 7
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S.T.R.I.V.E. Has Arrived and Phoenix 
Academy Rises High
By: Troy Xavier Leonard,	CASP	President-elect

This	 year,	 CASP	 awarded	 mini-grants	 to	 two	
specialized	 Los	 Angeles	 Unified	 School	 District	
(LAUSD)	programs:	Phoenix	Academy	and	S.T.R.	
I.V.E.	Academy.		
Phoenix	 Academy	 is	 a	 special	 day	 program	
located	 on	 three	 comprehensive	 campuses	
(Reseda,	Los	Angeles,	and	Wilson	High	Schools)	
within	 Los	 Angeles	 Unified	 School	 District.	
Students	 in	 this	 program	 typically	 struggle	
with	 internalizing	 emotional	 difficulties	 such	
as	 anxiety,	 depression,	 school	 phobia	 and	
other	 non-aggressive	mental	 health	 symptoms.	
These	 symptoms	 and	 behaviors	 often	 inhibit	
consistent	 and	 regular	 attendance,	 thus	
negatively	impacting	educational	progress.	Each	
program	has	a	full-time	school	psychologist	who	
provides	individual	and	group	counseling,	parent	
engagement,	 crisis	 intervention	 and	 a	 variety	
of	 other	 activities	 designed	 to	 foster	 social-
emotional	 growth	 and	 stability	 and	 improved	
coping	skills.		

The	 Successful	 Transition	 and	 Re-Integration	
into	a	Viable	Education	(S.T.R.I.V.E.)	Academy	is	
located	at	 three	sites	within	LAUSD	 that	house	
our	 Occupational	 Centers	 (Abram	 Friedman,	
North	Valley,	and	Harbor	Occupational	Centers).	
Our	 S.T.R.I.V.E.	 Academy	 program	 consists	 of	
students	 that	 are	 returning	 to	 LAUSD	 after	
spending	 some	 time	 in	 the	 juvenile	 justice	
system,	 such	 as	 juvenile	 camps	 or	 juvenile	
halls.	 S.T.R.I.V.E.	 students	 have	 struggled	 with	
regular	daily	attendance	due	to	 lack	of	support	
in	 their	 home	 environments,	 engaging	 in	 anti-
social	 activities	 (gang	 involvement,	 drug	 use)	
and	a	lack	of	success	in	past	school	programs.	
When	students	are	frequently	absent	they	miss	
valuable	 instructional	 minutes,	 the	 opportunity	
to	develop	healthy	relationships	with	peers	and	
adults,	and	are	at	high	 risk	 for	dropping	out	of	
school.	 Each	 S.T.R.I.V.E.	 Academy	 has	 a	 full-
time	 special	 education	 counselor	 that	 works	
in consultation with a school psychologist to 

provide	 counseling,	 teach	 social-emotional	
lessons	 and	 collaborate	 with	 families	 and	
outside	 agencies	 to	 re-engage	 these	 students	
into	 the	 educational	 environment	 with	 support	
and	 guidance.	 Both	 programs	 are	 supervised	
by	 on-site	 administrators	 and	 programmatic	
administrators	that	include	a	school	psychologist	
and	a	psychiatric	social	worker.
While	students	attending	both	 the	Phoenix	and	
S.T.R.I.V.E.	 Academies	 present	 with	 dissimilar	
issues, they all struggle with the issue of 
attendance,	which	was	why	our	team	developed	
an	 Attendance	 Incentive	 Program.	 Through	 the	
support	 of	 the	 CASP	 Mini-Grant	 Program,	 the	
school	psychologists	have	been	able	to	purchase	
small	incentives	such	as	gift	cards,	food	rewards	
(pizza,	nachos,	Subway,	Yogurtland,	Jamba	Juice,	
etc.)	and	opportunities	for	larger	prizes	of	which	
we	 have	 sought	 matching	 donations	 (movie	
tickets,	amusement	park	 tickets)	 from	vendors.	
The	 Attendance	 Incentive	 Program	 included	
both	individual	and	team	awards	to	encouraged	
students	 to	 work	 together	 and	 motivate	 one	
another.	 The	 program-to-program	 competition	
also	 added	 some	 excitement,	 as	 students	
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Special Ed Task Force Recommendations 
Discussed at Spring Institute
Merging	 Special	 Education	 with	 General	
Education	 into	 one	 school	 system	 is	 how	
the	 Statewide	 Special	 Education	 Task	 Force	
recommends	California	 transform	 its	education	
policies,	 practices	 and	 special	 education	
financing.

The	 Task	 Force,	 formed	 in	 2013	 to	 study	 the	
causes	of	the	state’s	poor	outcomes	for	students	
with	 disabilities,	 released	 its	 findings	 and	
recommendations	early	this	year.	The	full	report,	
executive	summary	and	reports	from	four	of	the	
task	 force’s	 subcommittees	 can	 be	 found	 on	
the CASP website at www.casponline.org/members/
legislative.

The	 report	 outlines	 how	 delivery	 of	 special	
education	 supports	 are	 severely	 hindered	 by	
inadequate	 early	 learning	 services.	 The	 report	
recommends	 improvements	 in	 early	 learning,	
teacher	 preparation	 and	 best	 practices.	 The	
recommendations	 have	 been	 forwarded	 to	
the	 Department	 of	 Education,	 Commission	 on	
Teacher	Credentialing,	State	Board	of	Education,	
Advisory	Commission	on	Special	Education	and	
many	other	agencies	to	consider	legislation	and	
regulatory changes.

Co-Executive	 Director	 of	 the	 Task	 Force,	
Maureen	 O’Leary	 Burness,	 explained	 many	 of	
the	conclusions	of	the	Task	Force’s	study	at	the	
Spring	Institute	Thursday	luncheon.	The	keynote	
speaker	said	that	for	the	state’s	schools	to	offer	
one	coherent	system	of	support	for	all	students,	
educators	 must	 be	 trained	 to	 work	 effectively	
with	all	students.	One	step	would	be	to	change	
the	credentialing	system	to	allow	 teachers	with	
a	 special	 education	 credential	 the	 ability	 to	
work	with	all	students,	not	 just	those	in	special	
education.	This,	of	course,	would	 lead	to	major	
changes	in	the	credentialing	system.

Other	 needed	 changes,	 Burness	 said,	 are	 in	

Ψ

the way resources 
are	 distributed.	 The	
uneven	 distribution	 of	
services,	 in	 addition	
to	 the	 “siloed”	 system	
of	 services	 between	
agencies result in 
inadequate	 services,	
often in areas where 
they	are	needed	most.

The	Task	Force	strongly	
urges	 Multi-Tiered	
System of Supports 
(MTSS)	to	be	developed	
statewide,	 that	 would	
support Response 
to	 Instruction	 and	
Intervention	 (RtI2),	 for	
academic,	 behavioral,	
and	 socio-emotional	 learning.	 The	 Task	 Force	
called	 on	 the	 state	 to	 ensure	 other	 Evidence-
Based	 and	 Classroom	 recommendations	
become	a	reality,	including:
• Universal	Design	for	Learning	(UDL)	is
understood,	is	established	as	a	key	area	of	
professional	learning	for	educator	training,	
and	is	implemented	in	all	schools.

• Social-emotional	learning	supports,	which
are	provided	through	a	system	that	is	
comprehensive	and	blended,	are	available	
in	all	schools	and	districts;	these	supports	
include	lessons	of	self-management,	social	
interaction,	and	social	responsibility	that	are	
infused	in	daily	curriculum.	These	supports	
increase collaboration with community 
mental	health	resources	in	a	structured,	data-
driven,	and	evidence-based	way.

• General	education	resources	are	used	to
intervene	as	early	as	possible	(infant/toddler/
preschool/elementary)	with	evidence-based	
and	multi-tiered	social-emotional	supports,	

prior	to	referral	to	special	education	services.
• Technology	support	is	provided	at	the	state,
regional,	district,	school,	and	classroom	levels	
to ensure the successful implementation of 
California’s	Common	Core	State	Standards	
(CCSS)	and	use	of	its	assessments;	and	to	
ensure	that	students	with	disabilities	have	
and	can	use	the	assistive	devices	they	need	
in	order	to	learn.

• All	students	with	disabilities	have	access
to	comprehensive	and	effective	transition	
services	and	programs;	model	programs	
are	identified,	implemented,	and	aligned	
around	college/career/independent	living	
standards	and	expectations;	collaboration	
among	Local	Education	Agencies	(LEAs),	
Charter Management Organizations (CMOs), 
and	Regional	Occupation	Programs	(ROPs)	is	
expanded	so	that	students	with	disabilities	
are	included	in	Regional	Occupation	and	
Career	Technical	Education	programs,	
including	Pathway	grants,	as	well		in	other	
local options.

Just	 as	many	 recommendations	were	made	 by	
subcommittees	 that	 looked	 at	 early	 learning,	
educator	preparation	and	professional	learning,	
assessment,	 accountability,	 family	 and	 student	
engagement	and	special	education	financing.

Burness	 said	 that	 the	 Task	 Force,	 which	
included	members	of	 the	agencies	and	boards	
that	 would	 be	 charged	 with	 carrying	 out	 the	
recommendations,	will	continue	to	insist	that	the	
report	“not	be	placed	on	the	shelf,”	and	instead	
result	 in	 legislation	 and	 regulations	 needed	 to	
carry	 them	out.	She	admitted	 that	many	of	 the	
proposals	would	bring	radical	change	to	the	way	
California	approaches	special	education,	as	well	
as	general	education.

However,	 she	 said,	 with	 backing	 from	 the	
educational	 community,	 the	 governor’s	 office	
and	 key	 legislators,	 Burness	 is	 optimistic	 that	
many,	 if	 not	 most	 of	 the	 recommendations	
could	lead	to	successful	changes	in	California’s	
education	system.

-

Spring Institute Keynote 
Luncheon Speaker 
Maureen Burness 
kicked off the special 
events for the occasion 
with her presentation 
on the Statewide 
Special Education Task 
Force’s mission on 
March 26.

Ψ

Donate
continued from page 3

“Receiving	the	CASP	CLD	Scholarship	is	such	an	
honor.	My	 cultural	 background	 is	 an	 important	
part	 of	who	 I	 am,	 and	 to	 have	 that	 recognized	
and	valued	in	my	profession	means	so	much	to	
me,”	she	said.	“The	scholarship	is	such	a	great	
way	 to	 promote	 more	 cultural	 and	 linguistic	
diversity	in	school	psychology	to	better	represent	
the	students	we	provide	services	to.”

To contribute to the California School Psychology 
Foundation’s	 Cultural	 and	 Linguistic	 Diversity	
Scholarship	 Fund,	 please	 mail	 your	 check	 to:		
1020 12th Street, Suite 200, Sacramento, 
California,	95814.	Your	generous	donation	may	
be	tax	deductible;	check	with	your	tax	consultant.

The	 deadline	 to	 apply	 for	 the	 scholarship	
is	 July	 1.	 For	 more	 information,	 please	 visit	
the	 CSP	 Foundation/CLD	 Scholarship	 link	 at	 
http://casponline.org/members/awards/#cld. 

Consider your nominations for CASP’s 
2015 awards
Now	 is	 the	 time	 to	 start	 thinking	 about	 your	
nominees	for	CASP’s	2015	awards.	The	Sandra	
Goff	Memorial	 Award	 recognizes	 one	California	
school psychologist’s contributions to school 
psychology,	and	the	Nadine	Lambert	Outstanding	
School	 Psychologist	 award	 honors	 one	 school	
psychologist	from	each	region	who	is	recognized	
by	his/her	peers.

The	Paul	Henkin	Scholarship	Award,	offered	by	
the	 California	 School	 Psychology	 Foundation,	
offers	students	the	opportunity	to	attend	CASP’s	
annual	 fall	convention	 for	 free.	This	prestigious	

scholarship	is	given	to	one	graduate	student	and	
one	newly	credentialed	school	psychologist	each	
year. 

The deadline to select your award nominees is 
July 1.	 More	 information	 regarding	 the	 honors	
and	 the	 nomination	 process	 can	 be	 found	 at	
http://casponline.org/members/awards/.
-
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Introducing the 

PSW Toolkit
Identify the child’s pattern of strengths and weaknesses 

   (PSW) and determine SLD eligibility with these tools. 

The Psychological Processing 
Analyzer (PPA) 3.1 
After a cross-battery assessment, use this 
software to analyze scores and determine 
statistically significant strengths and 
weaknesses (PSW) in both psychological 
processes and achievement. 

Essentials of Processing 
Assessment, 2nd Edition 
This book explains the PSW model that is 
the basis of the PPA. It includes guidelines 
for assessing psychological processes, 
selecting tests, analyzing and interpreting 
results, and planning interventions. It also 
explains the neuroanatomy of processes 
and discusses the relations between 
processes and academic skills. 

Children’s Psychological 
Processes Scale (CPPS) 
This online teacher rating scale identifies 
strengths and weaknesses among 11 
psychological processes that are highly 
related with specific academic skills. This 
standardized, nationally normed scale 
also provides data on cognitive abilities 
without direct testing. 

 Order these tools from 

Schoolhouse Educational Services 
www.psychprocesses.com  608-787-5636 

S.T.R.I.V.E.
continued from page 5

eagerly	 tried	 to	do	 their	best	 to	 represent	 their	
individual	school	program.
We	are	delighted	 to	 report	 that	 the	Attendance	
Incentive	Program	was	a	great	success!	Helping	
others,	attending	school,	 improving	self-esteem	
and	 motivation,	 improving	 the	 environment,	
setting	 a	 good	 example,	 being	 productive,	 and	
using	positive	prosocial	coping	skills	are	among	
the	 numerous	 positive	 outcomes	 that	 we	 have	
observed	 and	 documented.	 Between	 all	 of	
the	 programs	 that	 participated	 we	 observed	
an	 attendance	 improvement	 rate	 of	 25	 to	 63	
percent.	 On	 behalf	 of	 the	 students	 and	 the	
committed	 and	 caring	 staff	 members	 of	 the	
Phoenix	 and	 S.T.R.I.V.E.	 Academies,	 we	 would	
like	 to	 thank	 the	 California	 School	 Psychology	
Foundation	 (CSPF)	 for	 its	 financial	 support	and	
helping	us	make	this	program	such	a	success!
The	 following	 school	 psychologists	 and	
special	 education	 counselors	 designed	 and	
implemented	the	Attendance	Incentive	Program:	
School	 Psychologists	 -	 Dr.	 Jeannine	 Topalian,	
Diane	 Kealoha,	 Ruben	 Carranza,	 Troy	 Xavier	
Leonard;	 Special	 Education	 Counselors	 –	
Stephanie	 Lartelier,	 Jeanne	 Davis,	 John	 Paul	
Cabrera,	 Ron	 Appel	 and	 Dr.	 Alberto	 Coronel,	
Phoenix	and	S.T.R.I.V.E.	Academy’s	Coordinator,	
Araceli May.
This	program	is	available	as	a	resource	for	other	
school psychologists who may wish to implement 
the	program	in	their	district.
How to Obtain a CSPF Mini-Grant
The	mini-grant	program	has	been	developed	 to	
provide	 financial	 support	 for	 projects	 designed	
to	 provide	 direct	 benefit	 to	 students.	 Projects	
must	include	children	as	participants	and	should	
promote	 the	 development	 of	 positive	 assets	
in	 children	 and	 youth.	 Funds	 are	 not	 awarded	
for	 such	 things	 as	 consultants,	 salaries,	 travel	
expenses	or	equipment.
The	 purpose	 of	 the	 mini-grant	 project	 is	 to	
promote	 effective	 interventions	 that	 address	
both	 learning	 and	 social/emotional	 issues	 that	
impede	 a	 child’s	 success	 and	 happiness	while	
embracing	 individual	 and	 group	 differences	 in	
children.		
The	Board	is	most	interested	in	projects	directly	
affecting	 the	 lives	 of	 children	 and/or	 their	
families.	All	projects	consistent	with	this	purpose	
will	 be	 considered.	 Projects	will	 be	 selected	 by	
a	review	committee,	according	to	the	merit	and	
compliance with the program’s purpose.
To	apply	for	a	mini-grant,	visit	CASPOnline.org,	click	
on	 the	 CSP	 Foundation	 link	 on	 the	 homepage	
menu,	 then	 follow	 the	 CSPF	 Mini-Grant	 link	
under	the	foundation	page’s	main	menu.	 Ψ

http://casponline.org/members/csp-foundation/
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continued on page 18

Assessment and Intervention of Math 
Learning Disabilities
by James Bylund, Psy.D.

Our	fingers	play	an	important	role	in	the	cultural	
evolution	 of	 mathematics	 and	 serve	 as	 a	
tremendously	 helpful	 tool	 for	 young	 children	 in	
establishing	 the	 concept	 of	 base	 10	 (Krasa	 &	
Shunkwiler,	2009;	Dehaene,	2011).	After	all,	 it	
is	no	accident	that	our	fingers	and	numerals	0-9	
are	called	“digits.”
Interestingly,	children	who	use	their	fingers	as	a	
tool	 for	 solving	math	 problems	 in	 kindergarten	
are	generally	more	accurate	and,	as	 the	adage	
goes,	practice	makes	permanent.	These	children	
are	 then	 proficient	 at	 calculating	 sums	 and	
differences	in	second	grade.	In	contrast,	children	
who	do	not	use	their	fingers	in	kindergarten	tend	
to	 show	 increased	 finger	 use	 as	 they	move	 up	
through	elementary	grades	and	fail	to	reach	the	
same	 level	 of	 automaticity	 as	 their	 early	 finger	
counting	peers	(Krasa	&	Shunkwiler,	2009).
Of	course,	the	math	curriculum	quickly	reaches	
a	 level	 of	 complexity	 at	 which	 students	 simply	
do	 not	 have	 enough	 fingers	 to	 keep	 up.	 So	
the	question	 is:	What	 do	we	do	 then?	Far	 less	
research	 has	 been	 completed	 in	 the	 area	 of	
math	 learning	 disabilities	 (MLD)	 than	 with	
reading	disabilities	 (Krasa	&	Shunkwiler,	2009;	
Dehaene, 2011). 
This,	 of	 course,	 impacts	 our	 work	 as	 school	
psychologists	 in	 that	 our	 understanding,	 and	
therefore	 quality	 of	 our	 assessments,	 may	
not	 be	 as	 strong	 when	 assessing	 a	 student’s	
underachievement	 in	 the	 area	 of	 math	 as	
compared	 to	 reading.	 Yet,	 an	 estimated	 five	 to	
eight	percent	of	children	and	youth	have	an	MLD,	
and	accurate	assessment	is	necessary	in	order	
to	 provide	 school	 teams	 with	 the	 information	
they	 need	 to	 develop	 an	 effective	 intervention	
programs	(Riccio,	Sullivan,	&	Cohen,	2010).	
Accurate	identification	and	effective	intervention	
is critical with MLD as it is with other types of 
learning	disabilities.	While	a	young	student	(e.g.	
second	grade)	may	struggle	with	retaining	math	
facts	 or	 estimating	 sums	and	differences,	 over	
time	 this	 leads	 to	 heightened	 anxiety	 around	
math	(i.e.	“math	anxiety”),	less	engagement	and	
practice,	 and	 progressively	 greater	 difficulties	
(Riccio,	 Sullivan,	 &	 Cohen).	 	 In	 other	 words,	
they	 experience	 a	 “Matthew	 Effect.”	 This	 also	
increases	 the	 likelihood	 of	 emotional	 and	
behavioral	problems	as	well	 (Riccio,	Sullivan,	&	
Cohen, 2010).
Mathematical	 problem	 solving	 is	 tremendously	
complex	and	depends	upon	efficient	information	
processing	 across	 a	 number	 of	 different	 yet	
interconnected	 neural	 networks.	 I	 predict	 that	
Common	Core	State	Standards	 (CCSS)	and	 the	
increased	 emphasis	 on	 mathematical	 problem	
solving	ability	will	shine	greater	light	on	students’	

math	 difficulties	 and	 possibly	 lead	 to	 an	
increased	number	of	referrals	due	to	suspected	
MLD.	For	that	reason,	this	may	be	an	opportune	
moment for school psychologists to hone their 
assessment	 skills	 and	 knowledge	 of	 research	
based	intervention	strategies	for	MLD.
While	 MLD	 has	 received	 less	 attention	 than	
reading	 disabilities,	 a	 research	 base	 already	
exists	 regarding	 the	 neuropsychological	 basis	
of	MLD	as	well	as	effective	interventions	based	
on	 MLD	 subtypes.	 From	 a	 neurocognitive	
perspective,	 there	 are	 three	 broad	 areas	 from	
which	 difficulties	 in	 mathematical	 learning	
and	 problem	 solving	 typically	 arise	 (Krasa	 &	
Shunkwiler,	2009).	 These	 include	visual-spatial	
processes,	language	and	memory,	and	executive	
functioning	and	problem	solving.
My	 objective	 in	 writing	 this	 article	 is	 to	 outline	
these	three	core	subtypes	of	MLD,	describe	their	
neurological	 substrates,	provide	an	overview	of	
assessment	tools	and	techniques,	and	highlight	
research	 based	 interventions	 to	 address	 each	
of	 the	 core	 MLD	 subtypes.	 Further,	 additional	
resources	 will	 be	 noted	 for	 those	 interested	 in	
learning	more	 about	 effective	 assessment	 and	
intervention	of	MLD.
Numbers in Space
Numbers	 are	 fundamentally	 spatial	 (Krasa	 &	
Shunkwiler,	 2009;	 Dehaene,	 2011).	 Numbers	
represent	ordered	sequences	of	increasing	size,	
quantity,	or	distance.	This	 fundamental,	 spatial	
aspect of math is innate in most of us. In fact, 
children	 as	 young	 as	 15	 months	 can	 reliably	
determine	 the	 greater	 of	 two	 sums	 (Dehaene,	
2011).	For	instance,	if	I	were	to	place	two	plates	
in	front	of	a	15	month	old	child	-	one	plate	with	a	
single	cookie	and	the	other	with	three	cookies	-	
the	child	will	be	rather	consistent	in	selecting	the	
plate	with	the	three	cookies.
This	visual-spatial	aspect	of	math	is	a	product	of	
our	internal	number	line.	It	allows	us	to	visually	
perceive	 and	 estimate	 quantities,	 judge	 the	
reasonableness	 of	 conclusions,	 and	 gage	 the	
distance	 between	 two	 points	 (i.e.	 subtract).	
Fascinatingly,	there	is	an	identified	neurological	
substrate	 of	 our	 internal	 number	 line	 and	 it	
rests along the intraparietal sulcus (IPS). This 
may be the most important region of the brain 
when	it	comes	to	basic	number	processing	and	
is	activated	whenever	a	quantity	 is	represented	
regardless	 of	 its	 form	 (i.e.	 the	 word	 “five”	
whether	written	 or	 spoken,	 the	 Arabic	 numeral	
“5”,	an	array	of	5	objects	or	image,	etc.)	(Krasa	
&	Shunkwiler,	2009).
The	 inferior	 parietal	 lobes	 more	 broadly	 —
where	 there	 is	 an	 integration	 of	 visual	 and	
verbal	 information	—	 is	 an	area	of	 the	brain	 in	

which	a	great	deal	of	mathematical	processing	
takes	 place	 including	 estimation	 and	 number	
comparison	(Riccio,	Sullivan,	&	Cohen,	2010).
Non-Verbal	 Learning	 Disability	 (NLD)	 provides	
an	 example	 of	 the	ways	 in	 which	 visual-spatial	
processing	 deficits	 impact	 mathematical	
problem	solving	(Rourke,	1989).	Individuals	with	
these	 disabilities	 have	 characteristic	 deficits	 in	
visual	spatial	processing,	social	communication	
(i.e.	 comprehending	 non-verbal	 language)	
and	 psycho-motor	 function.	 This	 pattern	 is	
often	 attributed	 to	 impaired	 right	 hemispheric	
functioning,	 and	 for	 these	 individuals	 their	
retrieval	 of	 basic	 math	 facts	 may	 be	 well	
intact, yet they struggle with more abstract 
mathematical problems, estimations, concepts 
of	measurement,	 subtraction,	 place	 value,	 and	
aligning	 numbers	 in	 columns	 (Rourke,	 1989;	
Feifer	 &	DeFina,	 2005;	Maricle,	 Psimas-Fraser,	
Muenke,	&	Miller,	2010).
Academically,	 students	 with	 visual-spatial	 MLD	
may	perform	relatively	well	on	rote	memorization	
tasks,	such	as	multiplication	facts,	but	struggle	
with	approximations,	number	comparisons,	and	
subtraction	 (Dahaene,	 2011).	 	 In	 other	 words,	
their	 basic	 number	 sense,	 or	 their	 intuitive	
sense	of	 the	approximate	 relationship	between	
numbers	 (i.e.,	 distance),	 is	 impaired.	 These	
students	 are	 likely	 to	 have	 low	 average	 range	
overall	 cognitive	 abilities,	 including	 impaired	
perceptual	reasoning,	with	below	average	range	
calculation	 skills	 and	 low	 average	 to	 below	
average	 range	math	 reasoning	 ability	 (Maricle,	
Psimas-Fraser,	Muenke,	&	Miller,	2010).
Due	 to	 the	 known	 relationship	 between	 visual	
spatial	 processing	 and	 math,	 it	 is	 important	
that	 these	 neurocognitive	 functions	 are	
thoroughly	 assessed	 as	 part	 of	 a	 psycho-
educational	 evaluation	 in	 which	 MLD	 is	
suspected.	 	 Additionally,	 measures	 of	 basic	
number	 sense,	 measurement,	 skip	 counting,	
mental	 calculations,	 and	 estimation	 may	
also	 be	 valuable.	 Two	 batteries	 that	 I	 often	
cherry-pick	 subtests	 from	 are	 the	 Key	 Math-3	
(Connolly,	 2007),	 which	 aligns	 nicely	 with	 the	
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 
Standards	and	the	CCSS,	as	well	as	the	Process	
Assessment	 of	 the	 Learning	 –	 Second	 Edition:	
Diagnostics	 for	 Math	 (Berninger,	 2007),	 which	
includes	a	number	of	subtests	that	dial	in	on	the	
visual-spatial	aspects	of	mathematical	problem	
solving.
The Language of Math
The	 mental	 number	 line	 is	 an	 approximation	
system	that	is	limited	by	magnitude	and	distance	
(Dehaene,	2011).	For	example,	 it	 is	rather	easy	
to	look	at	a	sum	of	2	items	and	a	sum	of	5	items	
and,	 without	 counting,	 determine	 which	 of	 the	
two	sums	is	greater.	However,	this	is	much	more	
difficult	 to	do	when	 looking	as	sums	of	97	and	
100	even	though	the	difference	in	both	problems	
is 3.
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Affiliate Leadership Day
On	 Wednesday,	 March	 25,	 CASP	 welcomed	 Affiliate	 Leaders	 from	
throughout	 California	 to	 the	 annual	 Affiliate	 Leadership	 Day.	 The	 event	
began	in	the	third	floor	conference	room	of	the	Association	of	California	
School	 Administrators;	 starting	 with	 introductions	 and	 followed	 by	 an	
excellent	presentation	by	Laura	Wasco,	CASP	lobbyist,	on	CASP	sponsored	
Legislation	and	other	updates.

Wasco	 discussed	 CASP’s	 proposed	 Legislative	 Platform	 and	 CASP’s	
Legislative	Priorities	and	gave	an	overview	of	how	bills	become	law.	She	
also	emphasized	that	Mental	Health	is	a	priority	for	many	legislators	this	
year.

She	also	provided	a	summary	of	CASP	Sponsored	Legislation	and	bills	of	
interest.		After	a	quick	overview	of	LCFF	(Local	Control	Funding	Formulas)	
and	LCAP	(Local	Control	Accountability	Plan),	she	provided	a	sample	letter	
of	support,	and	distributed	fact	sheets	regarding	important	bills.		The	group	
engaged	in	an	enthusiastic	discussion	of	CASP	Sponsored	Legislation	and	
Grass	Roots	Advocacy.

Cathi	Christo,	CASP	Political	Action	Committee	chair	and	professor	emeritus	
from	California	State	University,	Sacramento,	provided	information	on	the	
current	 shortage	 of	 school	 psychologists.	 The	 information	 showed	 that	
there	 are	more	 positions	 available	 than	 there	 are	 school	 psychologists	
to	fill	them.		This	 is	especially	evident	in	California,	but	also	felt	 in	other	
states.	 Once	 again,	 the	 group	 became	 involved	 in	 a	 spirited	 discussion	
regarding	training	programs	and	the	lack	of	new	school	psychologists.

After	lunch,	the	group	reconvened	at	the	Holiday	Inn,	the	site	of	the	Spring	
Institute,	for	a	quick	overview	of	Affiliate	Leadership.		This	year’s	attendees	
were	 very	 happy	 to	 share	 information,	 including	 their	 celebrations	 and	
concerns.		Attendees	also	felt	that	coordinating	Affiliate	Day	with	another	
CASP	event	was	an	excellent	idea.		Ellen	Murphy,	CASP’s	Corporate	Liaison,	
provided	 information	 regarding	 affiliate	 collaboration	 with	 corporate	
sponsors.	 CASP’s	 Executive	 Director	 Heidi	 Holmblad,	 discussed	 CEU	
provider	changes.		The	group	ended	with	a	brainstorming	session	focusing	
on	how	to	improve	public	relations.

CASP	was	 thrilled	 to	welcome	 its	 newest	 Affiliate,	 the	 Elk	Grove	Region	
Association	 of	 School	 Psychologists	 (EGRASP)	 at	 Affiliate	 Leadership	
Day!	 EGRASP	 are	 full	 of	 great	 ideas	 and	 enthusiasm.	 Please	 welcome	
them	aboard!	 Affiliates	 are	 established	 to	 “promote	 cooperation	among	
the members, to 
provide	 a	 forum	 for	
meetings of members 
and	 participation	
in the affairs of 
the Association, to 
recruit	 and	 organize	
members	and	 to	carry	
out the purposes of 
Association at a local 
level”	 (from	 the	 CASP	
Affiliate	 Leadership	
Guide).	 If	 your	 area	
does	 not	 currently	
have	an	affiliate,	CASP	
strongly encourages 
establishing one.

-

CASP affiliates shared information, including their celebrations and concerns on 
Affiliate Leadership Day on March 25. 

Ψ

CASP affiliates gather 
to enjoy a meal in Old 
Sacramento on March 
25. (above and left)

Santa Clara County Association of School Psychologists President Rita Rodriguez, 
Los Angeles Association of School Psychologists President-Elect Mary Barry, 
CASP President Elect Troy X. Leonard and LAASP President Beverly Williams 
enjoy  lunch in Old Sacramento at Affiliate Leadership Day.

DO YOU HAVE AN 

IDEA THAT WOULD

 TAKE ABOUT $500 

TO CARRY OUT, 

BUT CAN’T GET 

FUNDING FROM 

YOUR SCHOOL OR 

SCHOOL DISTRICT? 

Apply	 for	 a	 CSP	 Foundation	 Mini-Grant	
today!	Go	to	www.casponline.org	and	click	
on	 CSP	 Foundation.	 From	 the	 drop	 down	
menu,	 click	 on	 Mini-Grant	 application.	
Mini-Grant	 applications	are	accepted	and	
funded	throughout	the	year.

Mini-Grant 
Application

http://casponline.org/members/csp-foundation/


Join	Us	for	CASP	Convention	2015	with	keynote	speaker,	Dr.	John	W.	Hodge
CASP’s	66th	Fall	Convention	
Social Restorative Justice:  
Positive Outcomes for All Students 
Will	be	held	on  October	15-17
in	Riverside,	CA	and	will	include	a	host	of	workshops	and	
networking	opportunities.	
The	keynote	speaker	for	the	event	will	be	Dr.	John	W.	Hodge,	president	and	
co-founder	of	Urban	Learning	and	Leadership	Center	(ULLC),	an	organization	focused	on	student	
achievement	and	reduction	of	the	achievement	gap.	A	special	Town	Hall	meeting	on	social	and	
restorative	justice	will	be	held	prior	to	the	event	on	Wednesday,	October	15.	
Those	interested	in	presenting	workshops,	mini-skills	workshops,	papers,	posters	or	panel	
discussions	at	CASP	Convention	2015	have	until	April 13 to apply. You can view application
instructions	and	submit	a	proposal	at		CASPOnline.org
Registration for CASP Convention 2015 and the full schedule will be available on the website in May.

1020 12th St., Suite 200
Sacramento,	CA	95814
(916)	444-1595

casponline.org

Riverside Convention Center	|	3637	5th	Street,	Riverside,	CA	92501

JOHN W. HODGE, PHD

SAVE THE DATE!

CASPCON2O15
SOCIAL

RESTORATIVE 
JUSTICE

Positive Outcomes 
for All Students

& 
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continued on page 12

Dr. Michael Hass spoke about 
traveling to Vietnam to help 
advance the field of school 
psychology at the Alumni Club’s 
recent gathering. (below)

Ψ

Join the Alumni Club and help 
the field of school psychology! 
By: Raina LeGarreta, CASP Communications Specialist

Retired,	leading,	and	other	interested	members	
who	 understand	 the	 importance	 of	 CASP’s	
Political Action Committee (PAC) are being 
recognized	 for	 their	 efforts	 through	 the	 CASP	
Alumni Club.

The	 club	 was	 created	 as	 a	 new	 fundraising	
mechanism for the PAC, which raises money for 
its	 activities	 via	 voluntary	 contributions	 and/or	
fundraisers,	 and	 determines	 which	 state	 level	

candidates	 for	 public	 office	 and	 state	 ballot	
issues to support. 

Because	 of	 a	 severe	 discrepancy	 between	 the	
number	 of	 school	 psychologists	 needed	 in	 the	
field	 and	 the	 number	 graduating	 from	 state	
programs,	Alumni	Club	members	may	be	asked	
to	 visit	 undergraduate	 psychology	 programs	 to	
tell	students	about	the	profession,	its	challenges,	
and	its	rewards.

For	$100	per	year,	members	of	the	Alumni	Club	
will	 have	 their	 names	 included	 in	 CASP	 Today	
and	 on	 a	 special	 donor	 section	 of	 the	 CASP	
website;	special	 lapel	pins	have	been	designed	
for members of the club. Alumni Club members 
will	also	be	invited	to	exclusive	special	events	at	
the	annual	CASP	Convention	and	Spring	Institute.	
Other	 awards	 and	 rewards	 are	 in	 development	
for this special CASP Club. 

Current	 CASP	 Alumni	 Club	 members	 include:	
Diane	 Donaldson,	 Lynne	 Aung-Levin,	 Barbara	
D’Incau,	 Betty	 Henry,	 Karen	 Eagan,	 Jacquelyn	
Allen,	 Jim	 Russell,	 Christine	 Toleson,	 Judith	
Burkhartsmeyer,	and	Shirley	Morano.	

Join	the	“$100	club”	today	by	registering	online	
at http://casponline.org/members/alumni-club/ or 
by	 contacting	 CASP	 Executive	 Director	 Heidi	
Holmblad	at	ExecutiveDirector@casponline.org. 

Alumni Club members recently enjoyed a fun and educational outing at Rio City 
Café. 

Members of our new Alumni Club 
joined at Rio City Café in Old Town 
Sacramento for a special lunch, 
and presentation by Dr.  Michael 
Hass, who spoke about his travels 
to Vietnam to teach and conduct 
research in school psychology. 
(above)

Ventura County Association of School Psychologists 
Ventura County Association of School Psychologist (VCASP) will 
welcome	Christina	Aguirre-Kolb’s	workshop	on	Fragile	X	Syndrome	
on May 1	from	2-	4	pm	at	the	Ventura	County	Office	of	Education	
Conference	Center,	5100	Adolfo	Road,	Camarillo.		For	more	
information,	visit	www.vcasp.webs.com

Elk Grove Regional Association of School Psychologists
Elk	Grove	Regional	Association	of	School	Psychologists	(EGRASP),	
CASP’s	newest	affiliate,	will	hold	a	workshop	on	May 18,	8	am-3	
pm	by	Dr.	Catherine	Christo,	presenting:	Pattern	of	Strengths	and	
Weaknesses	Eligibility.		The	free	session	will	be	held	at	9510	Elk	
Grove-Florin	Road,	Elk	Grove	Unified	School	District	Room	117.	For	
more	information,	contact	EGRASP	President	Armando	Fernandez	at	
afernaac@egusd.net	or	(916)	686-7797ext.7254.

Orange County Association of School Psychologists
Orange County Association of School Psychologists (OCASP) will 
welcome	Dr.	Amy-Jane	Griffiths	on	May 8 when she presents her 
Positive	Psychology	&	Autism	workshop.	The	session	will	be	held	from	
8:30	am-3:30	pm	at	Huntington	Beach	Union	High	School	District-	
Board	Room,	5832	Bolsa	Ave.,	Huntington	Beach.	Register	at	 
www.ocasp.net.	For	more	information,	send	an	email	to	 
ocasponline@gmail.com.

Affiliate 
Updates 
San Diego Association of School 
Psychologists 
San Diego Association of School 
Psychologists (SANDCASP) will 
present a training class on Pearson’s 
Q-Interactive	on	May 21. There will be 
two	sessions;	12-2	pm	and	4-6	pm.	
The	Pearson	and	Bradman	University	
sponsored	training	will	be	held	at	
Bradman	University,	7460	Mission	
Valley	Road,	San	Diego.	For	more	
information,	visit	www.sandcasp.com

Los Angeles Association of School Psychologists 
Los Angeles Association of School Psychologists (LAASP) will celebrate 
the	following	retirees	and	Outstanding	School	Psychologist	(OSP)	
Award	recipients	on	May 16	at	the	LAASP	Retire	&	OSP	Awards	
Brunch.		OSP	Recipients:	Gloria	Aldana	Ahumada,	Ady	Calderon	
Cienga,	Maricela	Lightfoot,	and	Derrick	Morris.	Retirees:		Patricia	Don,	
Jesse	Flores,	Terry	Lucas,	Hadassa	May,	Karen	Murphee,	and	Barbara	
Sparks.	The	brunch	will	be	held	at	Chart	House	Restaurant,	13950	
Panay	Way,	Marina	Del	Rey	from	11	am-2	pm.	Register	online	at	 
www.lassponline.org	or	contact	Jennifer	Obando	Salguero:	20930	
Parthenia	St.	#218	Canoga	Park,	91304
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Behavioral Assessment System for Children, Third Edition

COMING FALL 2015!

Order now to receive special pre-publication pricing on all BASC-3 kits!  
For more information, visit PearsonClinical.com/BASC3. 

Shipping Fall 2015.

800.627.7271 | | PearsonClinical.com

Copyright © 2015 Pearson Education, Inc. or its affiliate(s). All rights reserved. BASC, Q-global, Always Learning, Pearson, design for Psi, and
PsychCorp are trademarks, in the U.S. and/or other countries, of  Pearson Education, Inc. or its affiliate(s). 510F175  03/15

Children and young adults with emotional and 

behavioral issues need the help of  professionals  

like you to help them thrive at home and in  

school. BASC™-3 (Behavior Assessment System 

for Children, Third Edition) is the gold standard for 

identifying and managing behavior and emotional 

strengths and weaknesses. This comprehensive, 

integrated system is brimming with innovative updates 

and additions: 

 »  Use the revolutionary, computer-based Flex Monitor
to develop custom forms for data collection, scoring, 
and reporting.

 »  Directly measure executive functioning and visual
and auditory attention with the new Comprehensive 
Continuous Performance Test (CCPT). 

 »  See combined results from individual components,
along with recommendations based on all information, 
in the new Integrated Summary Report.

 »  Choose the administration and scoring delivery system
that works best for you: Mobile-friendly Q-global® 
web-based system or paper and pencil. 

Solve behavior issues today. 
For better lives tomorrow. 
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According	 to	US	News	and	World	Report’s	Best	
Jobs	Ranking,	School	psychology	is	the	number	
1	 best	 social	 services	 job	 in	 the	 nation,	 and	
number	17	of	 the	 top	100	 jobs	 for	2015	 (see:	
http://money.usnews.com/careers/best-jobs/rankings). 
This	is	great	news	for	those	of	us	already	in	the	
profession	and	for	college-aged	students	thinking	
about	a	rewarding	and	productive	career.

But,	we	have	a	problem	-	a	serious	and	growing	
problem.	In	California	and	across	the	nation,	with	
the	exception	of	a	few	northeastern	states,	there	
is a critical shortage of school psychologists to 
serve	the	needs	of	general	and	special	education	
students.	

A Message from the President 
School Psychology Shortage Affects Psychologists’ 
Workloads: How You Can Expand the Profession 
and Help Your District – and Yourself
By Barbara D’Incau,	CASP	President

In	 an	 article	 published	 in	 July	 2014	 in	
Contemporary School Psychology by Stinnett 
and	 Solomon,	 the	 authors	 noted:	 “The	 critical	
shortage of school psychologist practitioners 
and	 school	 psychology	 faculty	 continues	 to	 be	
problematic for the specialization. The shortage 
has	 been	 of	 concern	 in	 decades	 past	 and	 is	
likely	to	continue	for	the	foreseeable	future”	(p.	
232).	Current	NASP	President	and	Professor	of	
School	Psychology	at	California	State	University	
(CSU),	 Sacramento	 Dr.	 Stephen	 Brock	 wrote,	
“(F)requently	school	districts	around	the	Nation	
are	asking	the	question:	“Where	are	the	school	
psychologists?”	 This	 is	 not	 a	 new	 concern.	 In	
fact,	the	field	has	had	projected	shortages	since	

the	1950s;	however,	it	is	a	problem	that	was,	in	
my	opinion,	until	 just	recently	hidden	from	view	
by	an	economic	 crisis”	 (Brock,	 in	press).	 As	an	
example,	 Los	 Angeles	 Unified	 School	 District	
(LAUSD)	hired	53	new	school	psychologists	and	
12	paid	interns	this	year,	but	still	has	28-30	open	
school	 psychology	 positions.	 LAUSD	 expects	 to	
have	 50	 open	 positions	 for	 the	 2015-16	 year	
(Kauffman, April 13, 2015).

What does this mean to you? How does this 
shortage affect your job now?

While	 most	 of	 us	 hold	 a	 secure	 position	 as	 a	
school	psychologist	this	shortage	affects	our	job	
role	today	in	three	important	ways:
• Districts cannot hire additional qualified

school psychologists from accredited and
NASP-approved programs to reduce our
workload. Throughout California, the ratio of
school	psychologists	to	students	far	exceeds
the	NASP	recommended	ratio	of	1:700.
We	are	working	longer	hours	and	striving
to	meet	expanding	student	needs	in	both
special	and	general	education.	Many	school

“ What would you like a mentoring 
program to look like?

What specific items would you like 
to see in the student section of  

the CASP website? 
What type of “student-friendly 

events” would you like to see? ”

A Message from the Executive Director
Student Survey Shows CASP Needs to Improve 
its Communications Skills
By Heidi Holmblad

Pardon	 me	 while	 I	 highjack	 the	 space	 that	 is	
supposed	to	be	reserved	for	an	article	written	by	
a	CASP	student	member.	
We	don’t	have	an	article	written	by	a	student	for	
this issue of CASP Today. 
We	do	have	a	failure	to	communicate.
In	mid-March,	CASP	asked	students	listed	in	our	
database	 to	complete	a	survey	about	what	 the	
associations	 does	 –	 and	 can	 do	 –	 for	 school	
psychology	graduate	students.	Even	though	only	
35	members	and	nonmembers	responded	to	the	
survey,	it	gave	CASP	staff	a	good	picture	as	to	why	
there	is	no	student-written	article	in	this	issue	of	
CASP Today. It starts with better communication.
We’re	 working	 on	 that.	 We	 have	 a	 Facebook	
page	(I	know,	passé).	We	are	on	Twitter.	We’re	on	
Instagram.	We’re	 linked	 into	Linkedin.	We	have	
a	newsletter,	email	blasts	 to	students	only	and	
other	 email	 blasts	 to	 all	members	 that	 include	
students.	And	we	have	two	hard	workers	on	the	
board	 of	 directors	 who	 are	 attempting	 to	 put	
together	 a	 student	 council	 to	 advise	 CASP	 on	
student	issues.
But	 California’s	 school	 psychology	 graduate	
students,	 generally	 speaking,	 don’t	 know	 what	
CASP has to offer them.
The	survey	results	showed	clearly	why	half	of	the	
respondents	are	not	CASP	members.	They	said	
membership	was	too	expensive	($50/year),	did	
not	benefit	graduate	students,	they	joined	NASP	

instead	 ($70/year)	
or	 didn’t	 know	 there	
was	 a	 CASP	 student	
membership rate. 
Even	 among	 those	 who	 are	 members,	 there	
were	 requests	 for	 job	 and	 internship	 listings,	
a newsletter, scholarship information, CASP 
position	 papers,	 information	 on	 law	 and	
policy	 changes,	 professional	 development	
opportunities	 and	 reduced	 prices	 for	 CASP	
events	–	all	of	which	CASP	offers.	(See	website,	
www.casponline.org)
The	survey	did	show	that	CASP	is	reaching	some	
students,	 especially	 those	 who	 are	 members.	
They	said	they	had	joined	to	gain	knowledge	and	
experiences,	for	discounted	rates	at	conferences,	
for	networking,	job	and	internship	opportunities.	
The	majority	of	the	respondents	–	both	members	
and	nonmembers—had	visited	the	CASP	website,	
attended	 the	 convention	 or	 Spring	 Institute	 or	

had	 taken	 a	 webinar,	 and	 mainly	 attended	 to	
receive	 information	 they	 would	 not	 otherwise	
have	had	access	to.	
And	the	list	of	items	they	suggested	CASP	add	to	
its	 benefits	 for	 students	 are	 items	CASP	would	
very	 much	 like	 to	 pursue:	 mentoring	 program,	
tips	 for	 new	 school	 psychologists,	 graduate	
student	resources,	improved	student	section	on	
the CASP website.
Tell	 us	more.	What	would	 you	 like	 a	mentoring	
program	 to	 look	 like?	 Would	 you	 like	 a	 repeat	
of	 the	 Spring	 Institute	 student	 strand	 at	 the	
Fall	 Convention	 and,	 if	 so,	 what	 topics	 should	
be	 presented	 (should	 we	 repeat	 “Young	 and	
Informed:	Building	Credibility	for	Yourself	at	Your	
First	Job?”	What	specific	items	would	you	like	to	
see	 in	 the	student	section	of	 the	CASP	website	
(there	 is	 one,	 admittedly	 it	 needs	 help)?	What	
type	of	 “student-friendly	events”	would	you	 like	
to	see?	
Help us help you. Please contact Beth Laurie, 
student	 leadership	 coordinator,	 at	bethlauriesb@
gmail.com,	 or	 Allison	 McFarland,	 Student	
Leadership	 Council,	 at	 allisonmcfarland23@
gmail.com	 with	 your	 ideas.	 Or	 contact	 me	 at	
executivedirector@casponline.org, especially if you 
have	ideas	for	the	annual	convention	to	be	held	
in	Riverside	in	October.	
Meanwhile,	be	looking	for	bits	of	information	on	
what	CASP	does	for	students.	Like	the	discounted	
liability	 insurance,	 free	 workshops	 for	 those	
willing	 and	 able	 to	 monitor	 them,	 discounted	
prices	 for	 events	 and	 the	 CASP	 Job	 Bulletin,	
which	has	both	jobs	and	internships.	Expect	more	
networking	opportunities	for	students	as	well	as	
information on how to not only access CASP’s 
peer-reviewed	 academic	 journal,	Contemporary 
School Psychology, but how to write for it.

continued on page 17

continued on page 19
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Legislative & Budget Update: 
By Jeff Frost, CASP	Legislative	Advocate

CASP	 is	 sponsoring	 SB	 463	 (Hancock)	 to	
implement	 a	 statewide	 trainer	 of	 trainers	
program.	The	bill	is	an	effort	to	fund	a	statewide	
program	 for	 professional	 development	 and	
training	 of	 school	 and	 district	 staff	 on	 how	
to	 implement	 PBIS	 and	 restorative	 justice	
programs.	 There	 is	 broad	 support	 for	 this	 bill	
including	 the	 Public	 Counsel	 and	 a	 number	 of	
other	 social	 justice	 organizations.	 The	 bill	 will	
be	heard	in	the	Senate	Education	Committee	in	
April.		We	are	currently	working	to	get	additional	
organizations to support the bill. Again this 
year,	 the	 key	 will	 be	 working	 to	 get	 funding	 to	
implement the components of the bill as a part 
of	the	2015-16	State	Budget.		

CASP Working to Impact Legislative Audit 
Request on Mental Health Services
In	 February	 2015,	 State	 Senator	 Jim	 Beall	
(D-San	Jose)	sent	a	letter	to	the	Joint	Legislative	
Audit	Committee	requesting	the	Auditor	General	
do	 an	 audit	 focused	 on	 the	 services	 being	
provided	 to	 student	 with	 mental	 health	 needs	
by	 school	 districts	 and	 SELPAs.	 The	 initial	
letter	 unfortunately	 had	 a	 number	 of	 incorrect	
assertions	 about	 the	 role	 and	 qualifications	 of	
school	 psychologists	 and	 was	 far	 too	 broad	 to	
lead	 to	 a	 successful	 audit.	 We	 have	 met	 with	
the	staff	 of	Senator	Beall	 to	provide	 them	with	
accurate	 information	 about	 the	 qualifications	
of	 school	 psychologists,	 gave	 them	 additional	
background	 about	 the	 shift	 of	 the	 services	
to	 LEAs	 from	 county	 mental	 health	 and	 tried	
to	 focus	 the	 staff	 on	 the	 fact	 that	 the	 major	
problem is that LEAs are not able to access 
the	 same	 federal	 funds	 that	 were	 available	 to	
county	 mental	 health	 when	 they	 operated	 the	
mental	health	program.	We	pointed	them	to	the	
introduction	 of	 AB	 1018	 (Cooper)	 which	 would	
allow	 districts	 and	 SELPAs	 to	 access	 federal	
EPSDT	funding	which	would	greatly	improve	the	
ability	 to	provide	a	wider	array	of	educationally	
necessary	 services	 to	 these	 students.	 Senator	
Beall	has	agreed	to	rewrite	the	letter	requesting	
an	audit	and	they	indicated	a	willingness	to	allow	
CASP	to	review	the	letter	and	provide	input.				

CASP Legislation of Interest
In	 addition	 to	 our	 CASP	 co-sponsored	 bill	 on	
PBIS,	 SB	 463	 (Hancock),	 the	 CASP	 Legislative	
Committee	 has	 taken	 the	 positions	 on	 the	
following	 education	 bills	 of	 interest	 and	 will	
be	 monitoring	 these	 measures	 during	 the	
Legislative	Session.		

AB 58 (Rodriguez) – School Safety Plans
AB	 58	 would	 add	 a	 requirement	 that	 active	
shooter	training	be	incorporated	in	School	Safety	
Plans.	 The	 bill	 would	 require	 that	 the	 active	
shooters	training	be	based	on	drills	and	exercise	
guidelines	developed	by	the	National	Association	
of School Psychologist. 
CASP Position: Watch 

AB 288 (Holden) – College and Career Access 
Pathways
AB	 288	 establishes	 the	 College	 and	 Career	
Access Pathways (CCAP) partnerships to offer 
dual	enrollment	to	a	broader	range	of	students	
by	 reducing	 policy	 barriers	 that	 hinders	 the	
development	 of	 such	 programs.	 The	 pathways	
would	 be	 uniquely	 customized	 to	 the	 needs	
of	 local	 student	 populations,	 with	 the	 goal	
of	 developing	 a	 seamless	 pathway	 from	 high	
school to community college for career technical 
education	or	preparation	for	transfer,	or	helping	
high	school	students	achieve	college	and	career	
readiness.	
CASP Position: Support 

AB 1018 (Cooper) – Medi-Cal: EPSDT
AB	 	 1018	 	 (Cooper)	 	 allows	 	 local	 	 education	
agencies		(LEA)		and		Special		Education		Local	
Plan		Areas		(SELPAs)		to		provide		mental	health		
services		for		Medi-Cal		eligible		students	under		
the	 	 federal	 	 Early	 	 and	 	 Periodic	 Screening,	
Diagnosis,	and	Treatment		program	(EPSDT).		
CASP Position: Support

AB 1369 (Frazier) – Special Education: Dyslexia 
AB	1369	would	require	local	educational	agencies	
to	screen	all	pupils	enrolled	in	kindergarten	and	
grades	1	to	3to	identify	dyslexia	or	other	reading	
and	writing	dysfunctions,	and	to	notify	a	pupil’s	
parent	or	legal	guardian	of	any	identified	dyslexia	
or	other	reading	and	writing	dysfunction.		

The	bill	would	also	require	local	in-service	training	
programs for school psychologists, regular 
education	 teachers,	 and	 special	 education	
teachers	in	local	educational	agencies	to	include	
a	 component	 on,	 and,	 commencing	 with	 the	
2016–17	 academic	 year,	 the	 Commission	 on	
Teacher	 Credentialing	 to	 require	 institutions	
of	 higher	 education	 that	 provide	 teacher	
training	 programs	 to	 include	 instruction	 in,	 the	
recognition	of,	and	appropriate	evidence-based	
teaching	 methodologies	 for,	 dyslexia	 or	 other	
reading	and	writing	dysfunctions.	
CASP Position: Oppose

SB 118 (Liu) – School-Based Health and 
Education Partnership Program
SB	118	would	rename	the	Public	School	Health	
Center	 Support	 Program	 as	 the	 School-Based	
Health	 and	 Education	 Partnership	 Program.	
The	bill	would	provide	funding	for	the	expansion	
and	renovation	of	existing	school	health	centers	
and	would	also	change	the	amount	of	the	grant	
funding.
CASP Position: Watch

SB 403 (Liu) – California Community Schools 
Act
SB	403	provides	a	 framework	 in	 the	education	
code	to	promote	the	expansion	and	effectiveness	
of	 cross-agency	 collaboration	 in	 support	 of	
student	success,	stronger	families	and	healthier	
communities. The use of Community Schools as 
an	 operating	model	 to	 align	 resources	 creates	
more	effective	use	of	 limited	public	and	private	
funds,	 leverages	 the	 new	 state	 education	
priorities	and	the	Local	Control	Funding	Formula	
and	accountability	plans.
CASP Position: Watch

SB 451 (Lara) – School Counselors
SB	 451	 encourages	 K-12	 districts	 to	 adopt	
education	 school	 counseling	 programs,	 defines	
the	scope	of	school	counseling,	and	encourages	
ongoing	professional	development.	The	bill	would	
define	 educational	 counseling	 and	 enumerate	
the roles counselors play on school campuses, 
drawing	attention	 to	 the	opportunities	 to	utilize	
counselors	 to	 meet	 the	 state	 priorities	 under	
LCFF	and	the	Governor’s	ultimate	goal	of	equity,	
access,	and	achievement	for	all	students.
CASP Position: Watch

-

CASP Sponsoring Legislation to Expand 
PBIS and Restorative Justice Tools

Ψ
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Performance You Can See & Hear
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Multi-Health Systems Inc. 
USA Tel:  1.800.456.3003 / CAN Tel:  1.800.268.6011 
mhs.com  •   customerservice@mhs.com 

Evaluate attention disorders and neurological functioning with the Conners Continuous 
Performance Tests, now with both visual and auditory attention assessments.

• A comprehensive evaluation with the introduction of an auditory attention test

• Easy interpretation with new reports offering clear visuals & summaries

• Trusted results with the most representative CPT normative samples collected

• Diagnostic confidence with a refined measurement of attention & new scores

Exclusively from 

Order by May 1st to Save 10%
on all CPT Combo Kits!
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Early
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This year is flying by; 
I can’t believe it’s 
already April! There is 
so much happening 
at the national level 
in terms of legislation 
which has tremendous 
implications for our 
practice and services 
for students. This 
past week the Senate HELP Committee made 
recommendations to the Senate for the Every 
Child Achieves Act of 2015 (ECAA), the proposed 
reauthorization of ESEA/NCLB. This bill contains 
a large number of recommendations from NASP 
and our allies including the National Associations 
of Elementary and Secondary School Principals, 
the American School Counselor Association, 
School Social Work Association of America, 
the National PTA, and the National Alliance of 
Specialized Instructional Support Personnel. 
Specifically, ECAA encourages (and NASP 
supports):
• the use of non-academic indicators (e.g.

school climate and student engagement) in
school accountability plans;

• the implementation of multi-tiered systems of
support to address academic, behavioral, and
other needs of students, and;

• schools and districts to implement evidence
based programs to improve comprehensive
school safety and student mental and
behavioral health

These recommendations are consistent 
with the work CASP Executive Director Heidi 

The NASP Report
By Margaret A. Sedor,  
NCSP, NASP Delegate, California

Holmblad, Doug Siembieda, CASP Legislative 
Chair, and the CASP legislative committee. 
For more information, I encourage you to visit 
the NASP Advocacy Action Center and let your 
elected officials know that the availability of 
comprehensive school psychological series, 
delivered in a multi-tiered system of support, 
is critical to student success. A huge kudos 
goes to NASP Executive Director Susan Gorin, 
NASP Director of Government Relations Kelly 
Vaillancourt-Strobach and the GPR Committee 
for all the incredible work!  Feel free to contact 
me directly with questions regarding legislation, 
advocacy and government relations; I serve as 
the Western Regional Coordinator for the NASP 
GPR Committee.
Are you interested in legislative and advocacy 
work?  I encourage you to attend the annual 
Public Policy Institute NASP co-sponsors with 
George Washington University. Registration is 
now open for the 2015 GW/NASP Public Policy 
Institute (PPI)! This year’s theme is “Creating 
Trauma Sensitive Schools: Supportive Policies 
and Practices for Learning.” This interactive 
training will offer presentations by national 
leaders working in federal education and human 
service offices, Congressional committees 
and office, research institutions, professional 
associations, and student development 
organizations. Interested participants may 
include graduate students, school psychologists, 
school counselors, teachers, principals, and 
others committed to promoting healthy and 
successful students and schools.

When:
July 15-17, 2015 (3-day Basic Training)
July 15-17 & 20-21, 2015 (5-day Advanced 

Training)

Where:
George Washington University
Elliott Building 1957 E. Street, Room 213
Washington, D.C.

NASP Member Early Bird Rate end on May 
15. Register online at: http://www.nasponline.org/
advocacy/ppi/2015/index.aspx
The NASP 2015 Convention in Orlando, Florida 
was very successful. Dr. Stephen Brock, NASP 
President’s theme was Student Success, Mental 
Health Matters. The convention was “priceless” 
in terms of providing a plethora of mental 
health discussion, professional development 
and resources; such as a parent who lost a 
child at Newtown tragedy shared her work to 
inform school safety efforts, Honorable Patrick 
J. Kennedy provided the keynote address and 
shared his own personal experience with mental 
health to just name a few. You can experience the 
NASP 2015 Annual Convention! You can watch 
the Honorable Patrick J. Kennedy’s keynote 
address at www.nasponline.org/conventions/2015/
program/keynote-video.aspx , and view session 
handouts at www.nasponline.org/conventions/2015/
program/session-handouts.aspx Session Recording 
Packages from the convention are also available 
for purchase now. Listen right from your desk 
to earn documented CPD. You can view and 
purchase the packages at www.nasponline.org/olc .
The March/April Communiqué is now available 
online. Read the issue at www.nasponline.org/
publications/cq/index.aspx?vol=43&issue=6 to get 
the latest news regarding oppositional defiant 
disorder in DSM-5, understanding diversity of 
sexual development, a social justice perspective 
on children’s mental health, and more.
NASP hosted its first webinar series on the 
identification of specific learning disabilities (SLD) 
on April 22, April 29, and will host another one on 
May 6! Register to hear different perspectives on 
the various approaches allowable under IDEA for 
identifying learning disabilities at www.nasponline.
org/olc Listen to one webinar, or participate in all 
three at a reduced rate.
For a hands-on way to stay up to date, come to the 
summer conferences! Both venues, Milwaukee, 
WI (July 6–8) and Atlantic City, NJ (July 20–22), 
include PREPaRE workshops. View a complete 
schedule at www.nasponline.org/summer
Lastly, I wish to say thank you for all the work 
you do as within the schools, private practice, 
graduate training programs, and professional 
organizations to continue to provide the best 
services and supports to help our children thrive 
in school, at home, and in life. I have truly been 
honored to serve as your NASP state delegate 
for the past six years and to the Executive 
Board of Directors as the Western Regional 
Delegate Representative. I invite all of you in 
joining me to welcome our new state delegate, 
Kristin Makena who will begin her term this 
summer. I will continue to serve California as the 
NASP Government Relations Western Regional 
Coordinator. In this role, I am actively involved in 
the legislative and advocacy efforts at the state 
and national arena. I encourage you to contact 
me at any time. I wish all of you a successful 
end of the school year and hope all of you have 
a chance to relax with your loved ones over the 
summer break.
-

New Feature for CASP Today: 
Student’s Corner

CASP wants to hear from the “Future of School 
Psychology;” current graduate students studying 
school psychology in various universities around 
California. Therefore, I have created a new 
feature for CASP Today called Student’s Corner.  
This is a space for school psychology students 
to share their perspectives, ideas, and strategies 
for navigating their education to become highly 
qualified school psychologists.

Fellow students and practitioners are the 
intended audience for the content in Student’s 
Corner. Submissions should be single-spaced 
and about half-page in length.  Feel free to 
contact me if you have questions, or just send 
me a short article for consideration to see your 
name in print!  

Brian P. Leung, PhD, CASP Today Editor,  
bleung@lmu.edu

mailto:bleung@lmu.edu
http://www.nasponline.org/olc
http://www.nasponline.org/conventions/2015/program/keynote-video.aspx
http://www.nasponline.org/conventions/2015/program/session-handouts.aspx
http://www.nasponline.org/publications/cq/index.aspx?vol=43&issue=6
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psychologists	lament	that	they	have	little	time	
for	prevention,	intervention,	consultation,	
improving	school	climate	and	safety,	etc.	
because	so	many	hours	of	each	day	are	
devoted	to	completing	special	education	
assessments	and	meeting	compliance.	Even	
with	additional	dollars	allocated	from	federal,	
state,	and	Local	Control	and	Accountability	
Plans	(LCAP)	districts	are	unable	to	hire	more	
qualified	school	psychologists	to	provide	the	
range	of	services	we	are	trained	to	deliver	
and	that	students	require.

• Employment agencies are working to fill the
gap, recruiting psychologists or interns from
other specializations such as MFT, MSW or
clinical psychology to apply to open school
psychology positions.	Even	as	licensed
professionals, these other specializations
lack	our	unique	and	essential	knowledge
of	special	education	laws	and	regulations,
and	familiarity	with	consultation,	data-based
decision	making,	and	other	school-based
activities	that	are	crucial	to	our	role.	When
these	individuals	can’t	fulfill	the	role	of	the
school psychologist they place our profession
in	a	bad	light	with	parents,	teachers,	and	the
community.

• In	a	related	area,	when	our	role	as	school
psychologists	is	diminished	and	reduced	to
“testing”	for	special	education	eligibility,	other
professionals are being hired to perform
the tasks for which we were trained, but
don’t have time to do,	such	as	school-wide
practices to promote learning, counseling
interventions	and	mental	health	services	to
develop	social	and	life	skills,	consultation
and	collaboration,	parent	education	and
family-school	collaboration,	preventive	and
responsive	services,	and	research	and
program	evaluation.	This	“threatens	our
profession’s	self-advocacy	efforts	and	the
viability	of	the	(NASP)	Practice	Model”	(Brock,
in	press).	Without	an	adequate	supply	of
trained	school	psychologists,	our	profession
could	become	marginalized,	increasing	the
risk	of	layoffs	in	the	next	budget	crisis.

Why does this problem exist?

There are a number of reasons for the shortage, 
but	 the	 following	 are	 unique	 to	 California	
currently:
• NASP-approved	school	psychology	graduate
programs	at	several	CSU	campuses	are	losing
administrative	support,	faculty,	and	NASP
accreditation.	The	programs	in	jeopardy	are
some	of	our	strongest	specialist-level	training
institutions;	CSU	Sacramento,	Humboldt,
and	San	Francisco	are	among	them.	CSU
campuses	lost	significant	funding	in	the
past	several	years	due	to	the	recession	and
reductions	in	the	state’s	higher	education
budget.	CSU	campuses	must	now	prioritize
programs	in	which	to	invest.	STEM-related
careers	have	both	a	high	profile	and	high

demand.	Undergraduate	programs	receive	
priority	for	funding	over	the	more	expensive	
graduate	school	training	programs	at	most	
CSU campuses.

• University	of	California,	Berkley	(UCSB),
Santa	Barbara,	and	Riverside	as	well	as
Chapman	University	offer	school	psychology
doctoral	programs,	and	until	this	year,	UCSB
also	offered	the	specialist-level	degree	and
credential.	UCSB	and	Chapman	annually
graduate	doctoral	school	psychologists
who	may	seek	jobs	in	California	as
school psychology trainers, but only if our
universities	have	faculty	openings	for	new
and	permanent	hires.

• Retirement	of	“baby	boomers”	throughout	our
state will continue to increase the number
of	openings	for	school	psychologists	and	will
critically increase the shortage. Dr. Stephen
Brock	noted,	“Over	a	decade	ago,	data
provided	by	the	NASP	Membership	Survey	led
to	projections	that	more	than	50	percent	of
the	school	psychology	workforce	would	retire
by	2015,	and	2	out	of	every	3	would	have	left
the	field	by	2020	(Curtis	et	al.,	2004,	cited	in
Brock,	in	press).

• A	school	psychology	credential,	which
requires	three	years	of	graduate	level
preparation,	is	increasingly	expensive	to
complete,	especially	when	considering	that
a	master’s	degree	can	be	obtained	in	only
one to two years in many other professions.
Private	universities	including	Loyola
Marymount	and	Chapman,	which	are	NASP-
approved,	Azusa	Pacific	and	University	of
La	Verne	offer	specialist-level	training.	But
these	programs	are	generally	more	expensive
than	CSU	graduate	training.	The	private
universities	alone	cannot	meet	the	growing
demand.

What can we do as school psychologists?

I	 have	 three	 suggestions	 for	 our	 profession:	
communicate, advocate, and negotiate.

Communicate.	 Talk	 with	 your	 school	 and	
district	 administrators,	 especially	 the	 director	
of	 special	 education	 or	 student	 services,	 your	
superintendent,	 and	 school	 board	 members.	
Download	 and	 share	 a	 copy	 of	 The Role of 
the School Psychologist in General Education 
from the Publications section of the CASP web 
page (www.casponline.org).	 Let	 them	 know	 that	
school psychologists are essential to the Local 
Control Accountability Plan (LCAP). School 
psychologists	 provide	 services	 to	 all	 students	
to	 support	 academic	 achievement,	 implement	
state	standards,	 increase	student	engagement,	
ensure	 a	 safe,	 supportive	 school	 climate,	 and	
increase	parent	engagement.	Write	or	 talk	with	
local	legislators	and	ask	them	to	increase	state	
education	funding	at	the	graduate	level	for	school	
psychology,	 special	 education,	 and	 general	
education	training	programs.	Communicate	with	
parents	both	at	school	and	in	the	community.	Ask	
how	you	can	help	their	child	succeed	in	school.	If	
they	are	pleased	with	your	services,	ask	them	to	
write a short letter that you can share with your 
supervisor	about	how	you	helped	 them	or	 their	
child.

Advocate	 for	 our	 profession.	 Download	 a	 copy	
of	 the	 NASP	 Model	 for	 Comprehensive	 and	
Integrated	 School	 Psychological	 Services	
(www.nasponline.org).	 Share	 this	 document	 with	
teachers,	 administrators,	 and	 school	 board	
members.	 Contact	 your	 graduate	 training	
program	 and	 let	 the	 dean,	 provost,	 president,	
as	 well	 as	 the	 school	 psychology	 faculty	 know	
that there is a critical shortage of school 
psychologists.	 Let	 them	 know	 how	 you,	 your	
community,	 and	 the	 students	 you	 serve	 have	
benefitted	from	your	training.	If	your	program	is	
NASP-approved,	 highlight	 the	 value	 of	 meeting	
the	 highest	 professional	 training	 standards.	 If	
your	program	is	not	NASP-approved,	ask	how	you	
can	help	them	achieve	accreditation.

Negotiate.	 Don’t	 be	 left	 out	 of	 the	 next	 round	
of	 planning	 meetings	 for	 LCAP	 funding.	 It’s	
been	said,	“If	you’re	not	at	 the	table,	you’re	on	
the	menu”	 (M.	Enzi,	n.d.).	Public	and	employee	
input	 is	required	to	ensure	that	 local	education	
funding	addresses	all	areas	of	student	needs.	If	
you	are	part	of	the	teacher’s	union,	don’t	expect	
them	 to	negotiate	 for	 your	 job;	 you	must	make	
your	voice	heard	and	represent	the	profession	of	
school psychology.

If	we	don’t	speak	up	for	our	profession,	who	will?

-	-	-
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What	about	comparing	40	 items	to	100	 items?	
Again,	it	would	likely	be	fairly	easy	to	determine	
which of the two sums is larger without counting. 
The	sums	are	larger	but	the	distance	between	the	
two	are	greater	making	it	is	easier	to	determine	
the	 larger	 of	 the	 two.	 	 Nevertheless,	 while	 it’s	
easy	to	visually	determine	the	larger	of	the	two,	
it	is	unlikely	that	one	could	determine	the	exact	
number of items without counting.
That	 leads	us	to	the	 importance	of	 language	in	
math. While our mental number line is a system 
of	 approximation,	 when	we	 attach	 language	 to	
math	we	are	able	to	perform	exact	calculations	
(Krasa	 &	 Shunkwiler,	 2009;	 Dehaene,	 2011).	
For	 example,	 counting	 a	 class	 of	 items	 and	
determining	that	there	are	exactly	40.	Students	
who	have	MLD	resulting	from	deficits	in	language	
and	 memory	 processes	 often	 experience	
difficulties	 with	 reading	 and	 written	 language	
as	 well	 (Krasa	 &	 Shunkwiler,	 2009;	 Maricle,	
Psimas-Fraser,	Muenke,	 &	Miller,	 2010;	 Riccio,	
Sullivan,	&	Cohen,	2010).
In	fact,	an	estimated	17%	of	children	and	youth	
with	MLD	also	have	a	reading	disability	 (Riccio,	
Sullivan,	 &	 Cohen,	 2010).	 These	 children	 are	
often	identified	early	in	their	educational	careers	
because they struggle with learning basic math 
facts,	which	of	course,	is	rooted	in	one’s	ability	to	
encode	and	retrieve	language	based	information	
(e.g.	 “three	 times	 six	 equals	 eighteen”).	 These	
students	 have	 difficulty	 retaining	 math	 facts,	
remembering	 procedures,	 and	 developing	
concepts	when	information	is	presented	verbally	
and	rehearsed	through	rote	practice.
The neural substrates of language in math are 
the same as other language functions. The 
skills	 to	 distinguish	 between	 sounds,	 sequence	
words,	 and	 comprehend	 concepts	 reside	within	
the	 temporal	 lobes.	Additionally,	 the	 left	 inferior	
prefrontal	 cortex,	 responsible	 for	 verbal	 word	
frames,	is	heavily	activated	during	counting	and	
precise	calculation	tasks.	The	left	angular	gyrus,	
located	 and	 the	 juncture	 of	 the	 occipital	 and	
parietal	 lobes	 and	 responsible	 for	 responsible	
for	 symbolic	 representation,	 is	 also	 implicated	
(Maricle,	Psimas-Fraser,	Muenke,	&	Miller,	2010).
Behaviorally	 speaking,	 retrieving	 math	 facts	
(e.g.	 2	 x	 2	 =	 4)	 is	 not	 different	 than	 recalling	
any	 other	 verbal	 sentence	 we	 have	 committed	
to	memory	 such	 as	 a	 nursery	 rhyme	 (e.g.	 Jack	
and	Jill	went	up	the	hill).	 	This	shows	the	close	
relationship	between	language	and	memorizing	
math	facts.	Students	who	struggle	 in	math	due	
to	 a	 language	 based	 learning	 disability	 often	
struggle	 to	 understand	 directions,	 retain	 and	
recall	 procedures,	 comprehend	word	problems,	
and	verbally	describe	problems	(Maricle,	Psimas-
Fraser,	Muenke,	&	Miller,	2010;	Riccio,	Sullivan,	
&	Cohen,	2010).

Cognitively,	 deficits	 may	 be	 observed	 with	
phonological	 processes,	 verbal	 short-term	 and	
working	memory,	 and	 auditory	 comprehension.		
Consequently,	 as	 far	 as	 testing	 considerations	
go	measures	of	language	development	including	
phonological	 processing,	 verbal	 memory,	
verbal	 fluency,	 and	 verbal	 comprehension	 are	
necessary	components	of	a	comprehensive	MLD	
assessment.
The Central Executive and Problem Solving
Mathematical	 problem	 solving	 is	 tremendously	
complex	and	heavily	dependent	upon	executive	
functions,	including	voluntary	attention,	working	
memory,	planning,	self-monitoring,	and	cognitive	
flexibility	 (Krasa	 &	 Shunkwiler,	 2009).	 Also	
critical	are	divergent	thought	processes	including	
inductive	 (bottom	 up	 –	 hypothesis	 generating)	
and	 deductive	 (top	 down	 –	 hypothesis	 testing)	
reasoning	(Krasa	&	Shunkwiler,	2009).
These	skills	are,	of	course,	critical	for	generating	
and	 solving	 novel	 problems.	 While	 executive	
skills	 are	 closely	 related	 to,	 and	help	 facilitate,	
reasoning	 and	 problem	 solving	 they	 are	
cognitively	and	neurologically	distinct	processes.	
The	prefrontal	lobes,	specifically	the	dorsolateral	
prefrontal	cortex	(DLPFC)	and	anterior	cingulate	
cortex	 (ACC),	 are	 dominant	 neurological	
structures	 in	 the	 use	 of	 cognitive	 executive	
functions	 (Maricle,	 Psimas-Fraser,	 Muenke,	 &	
Miller,	 2010;	 Riccio,	 Sullivan,	 &	 Cohen,	 2010).		
The	 frontal	 lobes	 are	 action	 oriented	 and	 the	
DLPC	 and	 ACC	 facilitate	 goal	 identification,	
planning,	 initiation,	 vigilance,	 working	memory,	
self-monitoring,	and	flexibility.
While	 the	 frontal	 lobe	 is	 action	 oriented	 the	
posterior	 regions	of	 the	cortex	 (temporal	 lobes,	
parietal lobes, occipital lobes) are responsible 
for	perceiving,	recognizing,	and	creating	meaning	
form	 information	 in	 one’s	 environments.	 As	
Luria	 (1973)	 described,	 each	 of	 the	 three	
posterior	 lobes	 can	 also	 be	 divided	 into	 three	
zones of processing in which information is 
initially	 perceived	 (primary	 zone),	 patterns	
are	 formed	 (i.e.	 proximal	 neural	 networks	
activated)	 with	 similar	 forms	 (e.g.	 verbal)	 of	
information	(secondary	zones),	and	finally	more	
distal	 connections	 are	made	 to	 other	 forms	 of	
information	(e.g.	verbal	to	visual-spatial;	tertiary	
zones	or	zones	of	overlapping).
These	 distant	 connections	 form	 the	 basis	 for	
divergent	thought	processes	in	which	one	forms	
new,	previously	unexplored,	connections.	This	is	
the	seat	of	reasoning	and	problem	solving	and,	
neurologically,	an	important	zone	of	overlapping	
lies in the inferior parietal lobe, where the 
parietal,	 occipital,	 and	 temporal	 lobes	 meet	
(Krasa	&	Shunkwiler,	2009).
Students	with	executive	function	and	reasoning	
difficulties	 are	 likely	 to	 demonstrate	 average	
range	cognitive	abilities	as	well	as	average	range	
math	 calculation	 skills,	 but	 low	 average	 range	
math	 reasoning	 ability	 (Maricle,	 Psimas-Fraser,	
Muenke,	 &	 Miller,	 2010).	 Academically	 these	
students	 have	 difficulty	 planning,	 sequencing,	
and	following	steps	to	solve	problems;	apply	the	

wrong	mathematical	procedures;	have	difficulty	
understanding	 mathematical	 concepts;	 have	
trouble shifting from one operation to another; 
and	continue	to	repeat	the	same	types	of	errors	
after	 corrective	 feedback	 (Riccio,	 Sullivan,	 &	
Cohen, 2010).
Assessment	 of	 executive	 functions	 seems	 to	
be	 gaining	 momentum	 across	 school	 districts	
in	 California	 and	 many	 school	 psychologists	
are	 using	 questionnaires	 such	 as	 the	Behavior	
Rating	 Inventory	 of	 Executive	 Functions	 (Gioia,	
Isquith,	Guy,	&	Kenworthy,	2000).	Over	the	past	
few	years	new	tools	have	emerged	such	as	the	
Comprehensive	 Executive	 Functions	 Inventory	
(Naglieri	&	Goldstein,	2012)	and	the	Delis	Rating	
of	 Executive	 Function	 (Delis,	 2012).	 	 However,	
school	based	practitioners	should	also	consider	
cognitive	 measures	 of	 executive	 function	
such	 as	 the	 Delis	 Kaplan	 Executive	 Function	
System (Delis, Kaplan, Kramar, 2001) or the 
Cognitive	Assessment	System	–	Second	Edition	
(Naglieri,	 Das,	 &	 Goldstein,	 2014)	 which	 is	
based	on	the	work	of	A.R.	Luria	and	reflects	the	
authors	Planning,	Attention,	Simultaneous,	and	
Successive	theory	of	information	processing.
Other	 measures	 might	 include	 the	 Wisconsin	
Card	Sorting	Test	(Heaton,	Chelune,	Talley,	&	Kay,	
et.	al,	1993)	or	select	subtests	from	the	NEPSY-II	
(Korkman,	Kirk,	&	Kemp,	2007).	Further,	 these	
students	have	associated	difficulties	with	working	
memory,	which	is	strongly	associated	with	math	
difficulties	 in	 early	 elementary	 grades	 (Riccio,	
Sullivan,	 &	 Cohen,	 2010),	 and	 assessment	 of	
MLD	 should	 include	 measures	 of	 verbal	 and	
visual-spatial	working	memory	as	well.	
Interventions for math learning disabilities
The	 assessments	 we	 provide	 as	 school	
psychologists	 are	 useful	 to	 the	 extent	 to	which	
they	assist	the	team	in	developing	an	appropriate	
educational	 program	 for	 a	 student	 including	
interventions	that	are	most	likely	to	yield	desired	
results.	While	many	 interventions	and	supports	
are	 available	 to	 students	 through	 a	 schools	
general	 education	Response	 to	 Instruction	and	
Intervention	 processes,	 it	 is	 likely	 that	 by	 the	
time we as school psychologists are participating 
in	a	student’s	programing	the	standard	approach	
is	 not	working.	 Consequently,	 our	 assessments	
should	drive	interventions	that	are	specific	to	the	
individual	needs	of	the	student.
For	 example,	 individuals	 who	 struggle	 in	 math	
due	to	executive	functioning	deficits	may	benefit	
from	 metacognitive	 skills	 development	 (e.g.	
goal	 setting,	 planning,	 self-monitoring)	 while	
individuals	with	memory	difficulties	may	benefit	
from	the	use	of	mnemonics	 (Riccio,	Sullivan,	&	
Cohen,	2010).	Further,	those	with	visual	spatial	
difficulties	 may	 benefit	 from	 a	 visual	 number	
line	 or	 manipulatives.	 And	 by	 the	 way,	 you’re	
never	too	old	for	manipulatives.	The	following	is	
a	 short,	 non-exhaustive	 list	 of	 research	 based	
math	intervention	for	different	MLD	subtypes.

continued on page 19
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• Number	Race	is	a	computer	adaptive
program,	developed	by	Stanislaus	Dehaene,
which	strengthens	number	sense	in	children
through	numerical	comparisons	presented
in	symbolic	and	non-symbolic	formats.	(free
download	available	at	http://www.thenumberrace.
com/nr/home.php)

• A	metacognitive	intervention	for	students
with	executive	functioning	and/or	reasoning
deficits	is	FAST-DRAW.		FAST	DRAW	is	a
mnemonic	for	an	8	step	problem-solving
strategy	that	assists	with	planning	and	self-
regulation	and	can	be	downloaded	for	free
from	Learning	Toolbox	at	http://coe.jmu.edu/
learningtoolbox/fastdrawbasic.html

• Concrete	–	Representational	–	Abstract	(CRA)
strategies	may	be	effective	when	students
have	strengths	with	rote	memory	tasks	and
difficulty	with	visual-spatial	processes	and
abstract reasoning.

• For	students	with	difficulty	in	math	due	to
language	and	memory	based	deficits,	the
best	approach	may	be	to	get	back	to	basics
with	the	use	of	task/error	analysis	to	identify
procedural	steps	where	problem	solving
breaks	down	and	re-teaching	necessary	skills.

Conclusion

MLD	 impacts	 a	 significant	 number	 of	 the	
students	 we	 serve,	 yet	 our	 understanding	 of	
the	nature	of	these	disorders	and	knowledge	of	
research	based	 interventions	often	 lags	behind	

that	 of	 reading.	 With	 the	 increased	 emphasis	
on	 math	 in	 the	 CCSS,	 including	 greater	 depth	
in	 understanding	 of	mathematical	 principals,	 it	
seems	likely	to	this	author	that	schools	will	see	
an	 increase	 in	 referrals	 for	 special	 education	
evaluation	 due	 to	 suspected	 deficits	 in	 the	
area	 of	 math.	 Consequently,	 it	 may	 be	 more	
important	 than	 ever	 for	 school	 psychologists	
to	 strengthen	 their	 assessment	 skills	 in	 this	
area	 so	we	 can	 accurately	 assess	 and	 provide	
effective	 intervention	 for	 these	 students.	 For	
those	 interested,	 I	 highly	 recommend	 Number 
Sense and Number Nonsense: Understanding 
the Challenges of Learning Math by Nancy 
Krasa,	PhD.	and	Sara	Shunkwiler,	M.Ed.	I	would	
also	recommend	Dr.	Stanislas	Deheane’s	book,	
The Number Sense: How the Mind Creates 
Mathematics	for	an	in-depth	discussion	on	how	
the brain processes mathematical information 
and	what	educators	may	be	able	to	do	to	support	
struggling learners.

-	-	-
Dr. James Bylund is the Director of Student 
Support Services for the Byron Union School 
District. He also maintains a private practice 
as an LEP in the San Francisco Bay Area and 
is an adjunct instructor at Alliant International 
University where he teaches courses in 
neuropsychological assessment for the 
university’s school neuropsychology certificate 
program.
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And	 do	 you	 have	 an	 article	 you	 would	 like	 to	
write for CASP Today?	Contact	Dr.	Brian	Leung	at	 
bleung@lmu.edu.	 I’m	 happy	 to	 give	 up	 this	
space.

First time at NASP

NASP	invited	me	to	attend	its	annual	convention,	
held	in	February	in	Orlando,	FL.	It	was	extremely	
interesting	 to	 see	 how	 other	 statewide	 school	
psychology	 organizations	 function,	 and	 to	
confirm	 that	 CASP	 is	 still	 the	 largest	 of	 those	
associations.
Despite our large size, we share many of the 
same	problems	with	other	states	–	shortage	of	
school	psychologists,	keeping	up	standards	and	
getting	 people	 to	 run	 for	 office.	 It	 seemed	 that	
most	did	not	have	quite	the	problems	we	have	in	
California in getting recognition as mental health 
providers	 in	 the	schools	who	can	–	and	should	
– do	 more	 than	 assess	 students	 for	 special
education.
Among	 the	 highlights	 of	 the	 NASP	 convention	

was the poster sessions. More than 600 posters 
are	 presented	 at	 NASP;	 more	 than	 any	 one	
person	 could	 learn	 about.	 Even	 though	 CASP	
would	 never	 receive	 anywhere	 near	 that	many,	
it	 does	 offer	 a	 poster	 session	 –	 two	 if	 enough	
are	 proposed.	 Students	 should	 keep	 that	 in	
mind	as	they	develop	presentations	for	the	CASP	
Convention.
Another	 highlight	 was	 NASP	 President	 (and	
former	 CASP	 President)	 Stephen	 Brock’s	
awards,	presented	at	the	Presidential	Reception.	
Margaret	 Sedor,	
California’s	 delegate	 to	
NASP for the past four 
years,	 was	 recognized	
by	 Dr.	 Brock	 for	 her	
outstanding	 leadership	
in	 her	 delegate	 role.	
A member of the 
NASP	 Government	
and	 Professional	
Relations Committee, 
Sedor	 also	 served	 as	
the	 coordinator	 for	
the Western States 
conference, which was 
held	in	conjunction	with	
the	Florida	convention.	

NASP President Stephen Brock 
presents CASP California 
Delegate Margaret Sedor with his 
Presidential Award.

California Delegate Margaret Sedor, CASP 
Executive Director Heidi Holmblad and CASP 
President Barbara D’Incau take time for 
posing at the NASP Convention in February.

CASP	 was	 well	 represented	 at	 the	 national	
convention	and	we	had	a	board	member	at	each	
of	 the	meetings	 related	 to	 the	 running	of	 state	
associations.	 We	 even	 had	 enough	 folks	 from	
California	 there	 to	have	a	brief	ad	hoc	meeting	
on	school	psychologist	shortages	–	in	a	hallway	
in	 front	 of	 elevators.	Disney	World	was	 a	 great	
place	 to	 have	 a	 convention	 –	 look	 for	 a	 CASP	
Convention	near	the	original	Disneyland	in	2017.
- Ψ
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School psychologists strive to improve the 
educational experience for all children. They 
are the school-based experts on many issues, 
including school violence, special education, 
learning disabilities, mental health and school 
and community-linked children’s health services.
CASPTODAY, the quarterly newsletter of the 
California Association of School Psychologists, 
reaches about 2,000 school psychologists. It 
features informative articles and important 
information for the school psychologist.
CASPTODAY offers the best opportunity to reach 
school psychologists in California to advertise 
your products and services. Place your ad in the 
next issue! Deadline for the Summer 2015 issue 
of CASP Today is July 6, 2015.
For advertising discounts, ask about our 
Corporate Membership.
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CASP CONVENTION 2O15
Oct. 15-17 (see page 10)SAVE THE DATE

Join us for CASP Convention 2015 in Riverside
By: Raina LeGarreta, CASP Communications Specialist

CASP’s 66th Fall Convention: Social 
Restorative Justice: Positive Outcomes for 
All Students will be held on October 15-17 
in Riverside, CA and will include a host of 
workshops and networking opportunities. 

The keynote speaker for the event will 
be Dr. John W. Hodge, president and co-
founder of Urban Learning and Leadership 
Center (ULLC), an organization focused 
on student achievement and reduction 
of the achievement gap. Dr. Hodge has 
provided support and training to thousands 
of teachers and administrators. As a 
motivational speaker, he tells stories of 
how to overcome obstacles that have 
delighted and inspired students, parents 
and administrators. 

A special Town Hall meeting on social and 
restorative justice will be held prior to the 
convention on Wednesday, October 15. 
Event information and registration 
for will be available online at 
CASPOnline.org in May.

JOHN W. HODGE, PHD

http://www.casponline.org
http://www.casponline.org


1020 12th Street, 
Suite 200, 
Sacramento,	CA	95814
916	/	444-1595
916	/	444-1597		fax

MEMBERSHIP	/	RENEWAL
APPLICATION

PERSONAL INFORMATION Mr.	 Ms.	 Mrs.	 Dr.	 •	 M.A./S.	 PhD	 LEP	 NCSP	 SP	Graduate	Program	Trainer	 (circle all that apply)

Check	here	if	Home	&	Billing	address	are	the	same.	I have been a school psychologist for _______ years.

First	Name: ____________________________ Last Name: _________________________________

Home	Address: ______________________________________________________________________

City: __________________________________ State:  ____________	 Zip	Code: _______________

Billing	Address:* _____________________________________________________________________

City: __________________________________ State:  ____________	 Zip	Code: _______________

District: ____________________________________________________________________________

County	Where	You	Work: _____________________________________ Region No.: _____________

E-mail: ______________________________________	 Work	Phone: __________________________

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES (Please	Check	One)

Status	Change	(Check	here	if	this	is	a	membership	category	change.)

Regular Member	 -	 $155.00.	 Regular	Members	 are	 persons	 who	 (1)	 are	
credentialed	 school	 psychologists	 employed	 in	 California,	 OR	 (2)	 are	
Licensed	Educational	Psychologists.	$130.00* register by June 30, 2012

Retired Member	 -	$65.00.	Retired	Members	are	persons	who	are	retired	
(age	65+)	from	active	employment	in	the	schools	and	are	not	employed	in	
any	capacity	that	would	qualify	for	membership	in	any	other	category.

Associate Member	-	$155.00	(Please	Check	One)	

Credentialed	school	psychologist	employed	in	a	state	other	than	CA.

Credentialed	school	Psychologist	who	is	on	leave	of	absence	to	personal	
or	professional	reasons,	such	as	pursuing	an	advanced	degree.

A	member	of	an	allied	profession,	interested	in	the	activities	of	CASP.

Student Member	 -	$50.00.	Student	Members	are	persons	who	are	enrolled	
in	 a	 full-time	 training	 program	 leading	 to	 their	 initial	 credential	 in	 school	
psychology.

1st Year School Psychologist	-	$50.00.	Members	in	this	category	are	persons	
who	are	renewing	CASP	members	that	have	graduated	during	the	2013-2014	
membership	year	and	working.	Please	let	us	know	the	following:

Advisor’s	/	supervisor’s	name:	_______________________________________________

Advisor’s	/	supervisor’s	e-mail: _______________________________________________

Advisor’s	/	supervisor’s	phone:_______________________________________________

PAYMENT OPTIONS

CASP	occasionally	sells	its	mailing	list	to	private	and	non-profit	corporations	related	to	the	school	psychology	profession.	 
CASP	does	not	offer	for	sale	its	members’	e-mail	addresses,	phone	numbers	or	fax	numbers.	

I	am	interested	in	donating	to	the:

“CLD” Cultural Linguistic Diversity Scholarship Mini-Grants Program “PAC” Political Action Committee

PAYMENT	IN	FULL	 Membership	Fee	$	 _____________

Check	#	___________	 Mini-Grant	Donation	$	 _____________

	 CLD	Donation	$	 _____________

Visa	/	Mastercard	 CASP	PAC	Donation	$	 _____________

*Credit	Card	Number: TOTAL	$	 _____________

Security	Code: Expiration	
Date:

Phone Number:  (  ) ___________ —___________________
CASP	is	authorized	to	use	my	credit	card	for	payment	of	member	dues.

Signature: ________________________________________________

*CASP	charges	$25.	for	all	returned	checks.

(Payable to CASP*)

Home Phone: _______________________

rev 041415

Payroll deduction is the easiest way to pay your membership fees. Send CASP 
this completed form and start receiving membership benefits immediately.

Pursuant	to	Education	Code	45060,	to	pay	for	CASP	membership	dues,	I	
authorize	the	above-named	school	district	to	withhold	$15.50	per	month,	for	

10	months,	from	my	salary	during	the	school	year.

Social Security Number:
This	information	will	only	be	used	for	processing	this	application.	 

Signature: _______________________________________________________________

Pursuant	to	Omnibus	Budget	Reconciliation	Act	of	1993	and	provisions	
contained	in	the	lobbying	tax	law,	CASP	is	required	to	inform	members	that	
12%	of	your	dues	payment	is	non-deductible	as	an	“ordinary	and	necessary”	
business	expense.	Contributions	of	gifts	to	CASP	are	not	tax	deductible	as	
charitable	contributions.	However,	they	may	be	tax	deductible	under	the	

provisions	of	the	Internal	Revenue	Code.

Payroll Deduction (Regular Members Only)

October 15-17, 2015
Riverside Convention Center

www.casponline.org

http://www.casponline.org
http://casponline.org/members/events/
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